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A bstract
The work reported in this thesis is concerned with the fabrication and character­
isation of laterally coupled (LC) distributed feedback (DFB) lasers, both single- 
and dual-mode, based on InAlGaAs-InP m aterial em itting a t 1.35 ym . The aim 
of the research is to realise a compact device, able to emit two wavelengths simul­
taneously, to be used for the generation of gigahertz (GHZ) and terahertz (THz) 
signals by photo-mixing. The motivation comes from the need for portable sources 
of radiation in the so-called THz region. The first part of the work involved the 
implementation of a laterally coupled grating tha t is intended to become a build­
ing block for the dual-wavelength device. To prove the effectiveness of the grating 
structure, single-mode DFBs and distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers were 
designed and fabricated in the InAlGaAs-InP material, aiming to optimise the 
necessary technological processing. Assessment of these devices showed excellent 
performance: stable single-mode emission, with low threshold currents of about 55 
mA and high sidemode suppression ratio (SMSR) over 40 dB, were dem onstrated. 
Ridge-waveguide lasers (RWGL) were also fabricated alongside the single-mode 
devices, to allow comparison of the operating characteristics. The second part 
of the work was concerned with the implementation of a novel dual-wavelength 
laser, based on the lateral grating structure. The final device realised was a DFB 
laser having two different grating periods, one on each sidewall, fabricated in the 
InAlGaAs-InP material using the technology previously implemented. This source 
was thoroughly assessed in term s of lasing characteristics, mode behaviour, and 
suitability to generate microwave signals. Stable dual-mode operation, with low 
threshold currents around 50 mA and SMSR approaching 30 dB, was successfully 
dem onstrated in continuous wave (CW) operating mode, at room tem perature. 
The dual-mode behaviour was characterised by inspection of the modal transverse 
distribution and by injection locking experiments. Generation of microwave sig­
nals by photo-mixing was performed at about 23 GHz, and the linewidths of each 
of the individual modes and of the beat mode were measured as a function of the 
injection current. It was observed that, while the linewidth of the separate modes 
has a modest dependence on the injection level, the linewidth of the beat mode 
experiences a strong decrease as the injected current increases.
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Emission of radiation in the terahertz (THz) range, namely from tenths of GHz up 
to  several THz, has been the subject of extensive research for the past couple of 
decades. The search has been driven on the one hand by keen interest in potential 
new applications, and on the other hand by a remarkable lack of sources able to 
emit efficiently in this range. Hence the expression ”THz gap” , th a t is convention­
ally defined to be between 300 GHz (1 mm) and 10 THz (30 /ini). Although the 
result of work carried out has been the development of some commercial systems, 
for instance by Picometrix and TeraView, the quest for THz sources is still a very 
active topic of research. The main target nowadays is to create a compact and 
reliable device, able to work a t room temperature.
Among the various methods to generate high frequency signals, one of the most 
promising is the optical heterodyne technique, also known as photo-mixing. It 
consists in the mixing of two optical signals at a fast photodetector, to generate 
an electrical signal at the frequency difference between the two modes. As a con­
sequence of this interest in photo-mixing, dual-wavelength lasers have attracted  
much attention in the past few years as appealing sources for this application 
[IPHOBAC ].
The aims of the present work
Dual-wave length lasers, also known as dual-mode or two-colour lasers, are a partic­
ular type of multi-wavelength laser, specifically designed to emit two longitudinal
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modes. Besides their application for THz generation, these devices are potentially 
key elements in various other applications, such as ultra-fast optical communica­
tions and optical spectroscopy.
Looking at the literature it appears tha t a variety of dual-wavelength systems have 
already been reported, from solid-state and fiber-based sources, to  microchip and 
photonic devices. However, among all the reported configurations, simultaneous 
emission of the two modes from within the same laser cavity is the most appealing, 
due to its compactness, stability and spectral quality [Tani 05].
Starting from this observation, the present research has sought to  develop a com­
pact and reliable dual-wavelength laser diode, to be used to generate microwave 
signals by means of photo-mixing. The device has to be technologically as sim­
ple as possible, based on InP material, to guarantee its reliability and suitability 
for integration, and also be “flexible” , in the sense tha t the basic structure has 
to allow for changes of design parameters. The building block tha t was chosen 
to implement the device is a shallow Bragg grating, also called lateral grating, 
since it is defined on the sidewalls of a ridge-waveguide structure (Fig. 1). This 
structure allows maximum flexibility in the definition of the grating reflectivity 
and period, and reduces the technological complexity, since it does not require 
regrowth. Moreover, since it is such a versatile structure, it has strong potential 
as a technological platform for photonic integrated circuits (PIC).
The final goal of the work is to  dem onstrate the feasibility of such a device, mea­
suring its lasing characteristics and assessing its suitability for the generation of 
microwave signals.
Thesis outline
Chapter 1 of this thesis reports on the present status of research in the field of 
far-infrared (FIR) sources and integrated dual-wavelength lasers. The issue of 
GHz and THz signal generation is outlined, highlighting some applications of this
14
Figure 1: S chem atic  of th e  shallow  la te ra l g ra ting , defined on th e  side of a ridge- 
w aveguide s tru c tu re . T h e  tran sv ersa l profile of th e  op tica l m ode p ro p a g a tin g  inside 
th e  core region is also shown.
la tte r  ty p e  of rad ia tio n . P ho ton ic  techn iques are th en  analysed  in m ore detail; 
s ta te -o f-th e -a rt dual-w avelength  sources are described, focusing in p a r tic u la r  on 
in teg ra ted  devices. F inally, laser d iodes based on la te ra l g ra tin g s  are  review ed. 
C h a p te r  2 is an  in tro d u c tio n  to  th e  ana lysis of single-m ode B ragg lasers, th a t  is 
D B R s an d  D FB s, based on th e  coupled-m ode theory. Some p ro p e rtie s  of laser light 
an d  som e physical effects which are of in te re st to  th is  work are addressed . C h a p te r  
3 describes how single- and  dual-m ode lasers were m odelled. Design of th e  ridge- 
waveguide (RW G ), la te ra l g ra tin g  s tru c tu re , and  laser cav ity  for th e  single-m ode 
devices are rep o rted . T he  concept of com m on-m ode-noise re jec tion  effect is ex­
plained , and  a sim ple m odel for th e  p red ic tion  of th e  behav io u r of dual-w aveleng th  
lasers is p resen ted . A lthough general, it proves very helpful for u n d e rs ta n d in g  
th e  laser op era tio n . C h ap te r  4 illu s tra te s  th e  fab rication  work ca rried  o u t. T he 
s tru c tu re  of th e  ep itax ia l m ate ria l em ployed is given; th e  process im plem ented  to  
c rea te  la te ra l g ra tin g s is described; th e  fab rication  step s  requ ired  to  define RW G 
lasers, as well as D B R  an d  D FB  lasers, are  repo rted . F inally , th e  m ain fab rica tion
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problems encountered during the research are addressed, with discussion of some 
potential improvements. Chapter 5 reports on the experimental results obtained 
from testing of the fabricated single-mode lasers. Their lasing characteristics, tun ­
ing behaviour and coupling coefficients are assessed. For completeness, results on 
ridge waveguide lasers fabricated on the same samples are also reported, to allow 
a comparison with the single-mode devices. Chapter 6 reports on results from 
testing of the dual-mode DFB lasers; similarly, these lasers are assessed in terms 
of lasing characteristics. Due to the novelty of the device, the properties of the 
transversal mode distribution are reported in more detail. Results from photo­
mixing experiments follow, showing the potential of these devices for microwave 
generation. Assessment of the linewidths of the two sepate modes and of the beat 
signals are reported, and findings from optical injection locking experiments are 
given. Chapter 7 summarises the m ajor achievements of this work, and provides 
some ideas for possible future work.
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Chapter 1 
Literature review and background
As a first step in this research, a comprehensive review of the relevant literature was 
carried out. In this Chapter, an overview on various techniques for the generation 
of high frequency signals is given, focusing in particular on photonic techniques, 
photo-mixing and related optical sources. Subsequently, since the proposed dual­
wavelength device is based on a lateral grating, laser diodes incorporating such 
structures are thoroughly examined.
1.1 High frequency signals
In recent years, generation of signals at GHz and THz frequencies has attracted  
a lot of attention due to potential applications in several fields. High frequency 
signals are very appealing not only for ultrafast communications, but also in other 
areas, such as medicine, security and radio-astronomy. However, despite the inter­
est in this range of frequencies, the portion of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum 
ranging between microwaves and near-infrared (NIR) has substantially remained 
unexploited for a long time, due to a lack of suitable sources. In fact, this re­
gion is often referred to as THz gap [THz-network ], to explicitly address the need 
for devices, stressing tha t this range of frequencies is on the one end covered by 
electronic sources, while on the other by optical devices. Wavelengthwise, this
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interval is known as the far-infrared (FIR) range. Fig. 1.1 shows the electromag­
netic spectrum, highlighting the absence of sources for the above-mentioned range 
of interest.
On the one side of the THz gap, there are traditional electronic sources th a t are 
based on high-speed electronic circuitry. Among them the fastest ones are impact 
avalanche transit time (IMPATT) diodes, Gunn diodes, and resonant tunneling 
diodes (RTD) [Dragoman 04], all of them able to generate frequencies below 1 
THz, and frequency multipliers, which can emit up to a few THz. Although these 
types of devices are widely available at GHz frequencies and up, their operation 
above 1 THz faces m ajor physical obstacles [Tredicucci 05]. An alternative elec­
tronic source is the micromachined reflex klystron, recently proposed to operate 
at several THz [Garcia-Garcia 04]. Nonetheless, it is im portant to point out th a t 
although these devices can generate up to a few THz, they are intrinsically very 
complex, hence very fragile.
On the other side of the gap, there are photonic systems, which traditionally gen­
erate radiation at hundreds of THz and higher. In this case, in order to generate 
the desired frequencies, the approach is either to engineer traditional sources to 
get them  to emit at lower frequencies, or to define new devices, to be employed in 
specific optical configurations.
1.1.1 Some applications o f FIR  radiation
One of the m ajor fields of application of FIR  radiation is spectroscopy, in par­
ticular astronomical high-resolution spectroscopy. In fact, frequencies located in 
the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) range (30 - 300 GHz) are of interest to detect the 
so-called “cold Universe” , since these regions are optically dark, but they are very 
bright in the mm-wave region [ALMA ]. In this field, large telescopes are employed 
[CARMA ], comprising arrays of large (>10 m) antenna dishes placed on earth, 
while a step forward is the making of complete radio telescopes, th a t can float in
1.1. HIGH FREQUENCY SIGNALS 18
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F igure 1.1: D epiction of th e  e lec trom agnetic  sp ec tru m , show ing th e  d ifferent ranges 
of frequencies [TH z-netw ork ]. T h e  T H z gap is ind ica ted  by a red arrow .
space, as in [SWAS J ,  or [SA FIR  ].
M illim etre-w aves are also a significant a rea  of research in the  field of rem ote  sens­
ing, w here FIR  rad ia tio n  finds ap p lica tio n s  in gas d e tec tio n  [M ittlem an  98] an d  
ra d a r sensors for in telligent tra n s p o r t  system s (IT S) [A bou-Jaoude 03].
In th e  field of op toelec tron ics, high frequency signals a re  of in te re st for ap p lica tio n s  
in u ltra fa s t com m unications, in p a r tic u la r  for op tica l clock recovery in h igh-speed  
a ll-op tical signal processing [M ohrle 01]. T hey have also been used to  charac te rise  
sem iconducto rs, as in [H uber 01 , w here u ltra fa s t in te rac tio n s  were used to  m oni­
to r  charge-charge in teractions.
A n o th er m ajo r app lica tion  of T H z rad ia tio n  is im aging, which looks very prom ising  
in various fields, from chem istry , biology and  m edicine, to  in d u stria l m onito ring ,
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and homeland security. An interesting feature tha t makes THz waves very a ttrac­
tive is th a t they can penetrate nonconducting materials, such as clothing, wood 
and plastics, but they don’t penetrate metals, and they are strongly absorbed by 
water [Mueller 06]. For this reason they could be employed in industrial applica­
tions, as for packaged good inspection, or to monitor microchip quality through 
imaging of integrated circuits.
Another main feature of THz waves is tha t their photon energy is much smaller 
than th a t of X-rays, which means th a t THz waves are nonionizing, hence safer 
for human applications. Today nondestructive imaging of biological samples is a 
very active area of research, as it appears by looking at the amount of published 
papers found in the literature, for instance the issue n. 47 (2002) of Physics in 
Medicine and Biology, or in [Koch 02]. As an example, a consortium of European 
Universities was recently involved with researching the effects of THz radiation 
onto biological systems [THz-BRIDGE ]. Their conclusion is tha t medical imag­
ing employing appropriate exposure param eters is not harmful, th a t THz systems 
may provide useful information in diagnostics applications, and they prove to be 
much less invasive than other commonly used techniques, like X-rays. Further 
applications to disease diagnostics are subject of research, for instance for tum our 
recognition [Woodward 03].
Potential monitoring applications, like gas sensing and biohazard detection, but 
also THz imaging of human beings, are eagerly looked for in the bustling field of 
security and defence [Woolard 05]. An example is given in Fig. 1.2, showing the 
potential of THz radiation in detecting concealed weapons.
At present, the main commercial application of THz waves is in the so-called te r­
ahertz time-domain spectroscopy, th a t measures m aterials properties at high fre­
quency. The method is used to assess dielectric properties by measuring the field 
transm itted through them, then Fourier-transforming the time-domain wave to 
obtain amplitude and phase of the signal. From th a t the real and imaginary parts 
of the dielectric properties in the frequency domain are retrieved. This method has
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been used on several m ate ria ls  already, from  sem iconducto rs an d  su p erco n d u c to rs , 
to  fluids an d  biological sam ples [Dorney 01], [H arde 01].
F igure 1.2: A pplication  of m illim etre-w aves to  security : th e  im age show s a  p ic tu re  
tak en  un d er n a tu ra l light (left), and  using T H z rad ia tio n  [T H z-netw ork J (rig h t).
1.2 P h oton ic  techniques for F IR  gen eration
As m entioned  earlier, due to  physical lim ita tio n s  w hich are in trin sic  to  e lec tron ic  
devices, op tical sources look to d ay  m ore prom ising  in th e  q uest to  fill th e  T H z gap. 
W ith  th is  ap p lica tio n  in m ind, pho ton ic  devices can be g rouped  into tw o m a jo r 
categories: i) d irec t sources, ii) laser-enabled  system s [M ueller 06]. T h e  first ones 
are  devices able to  em it rad ia tio n  in th e  far-IR  region, while th e  second ones are  
those  em ployed in specific d e tec tio n  schem es, to  g en e ra te  th e  w an ted  frequency. 
M ain d irec t sources are gas lasers, op tical p a ram e tric  o scilla to rs (O P O ), an d  q u an ­
tu m  cascade lasers (Q C L). T h e  gas laser, also know n as op tica lly  p u m p ed  te ra h e r tz  
laser [C oherent ], consists of a  C O 2 laser ex iting  a gas cell th a t  u sually  co n ta in s
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small organic molecules, like methanol. It can emit high power, but it is also quite 
awkward, since it is difficult to control its cavity length, hence to guarantee stable 
emission wavelength. Another way of achieving laser emission in the FIR  region is 
by optical param etric generation. As an example, an OPO employing a nonlinear 
crystal (MgOiLiNbOa) inside the cavity of a Nd:YAG laser was recently reported 
[Edwards 06]. It can emit in the wavelength range of 100-250 fim, however its 
mean power is only 75 nW. Moreover, both gas lasers and param etric oscillators 
are very large and bulky systems. On the other hand, QCLs are compact semi­
conductor devices, tha t can be designed to emit in the FIR range, by tailoring the 
wafer structure. First demonstration of QCL lasing at 4.4 THz, in pulsed condi­
tions, was reported by [Kohler 02]. Since then, thanks to improved fabrication, 
continuous-wave (CW) operation and higher output powers have been achieved 
[Williams 06]. The main advantage of QCLs are very narrow linewidth and good 
output power, however they have to be driven at low tem perature. Another op­
tion tha t was proposed in the past is a very high frequency mode-locked laser 
[Yanson 02], based on harmonic mode-locking, which managed to achieve up to
2.1 THz. This is a very interesting source, however it has some m ajor drawbacks 
in th a t it is not tunable, since the generated frequencies have to be multiple of 
the fundamental cavity frequency, and it presents extremely tight technological 
requirements.
More recently, quantum dot (QD) based mode-locked lasers have been proposed 
as high-frequency sources, as reported in [Renaudier 05], showing very narrow 
linewidth at 45 GHz. However, QD lasers are still in an early stage of research, 
where growth and basic lasing performance are still major issues which have to  be 
looked at.
Among the so-called laser-enabled techniques, time-domain systems and photo­
mixing are the most popular at present. In time-domain systems ultrafast optical 
pulses (typically in the femtosecond range) are detected by a low tem perature 
grown photoconductor [Shen 04]. This method is also known as terahertz pulsed
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technology [TeraView ]. Since in this technique the pulse power is spread over 
a wide range of frequencies, although providing a broad range of frequencies, it 
causes low output powers (< 1 jiW). Moreover, detection sensitivity is restricted, 
due to the pulsed nature of the source, and spectral purity is limited, due to source 
laser jitter.
Another laser-enabled technique is the optical heterodyne technique, also known 
as photo-mixing. It is considered as the low-cost alternative to commercial tech­
nologies [Gregory 05], since pulsed technology, although generating signals with 
excellent properties, requires a very complex and bulky apparatus. This is the 
technique chosen for the present project, as it is the most commercially viable.
1.2.1 P hoto-m ixing
The heterodyne detection technique, i.e. photo-mixing, is based on a coherent 
detection scheme, where two CW optical modes (usually laser modes) are shone 
onto a photoconductive element. As a result, due to the quadratic response of the 
detector to the applied electric field, the photoconductor produces a photocurrent 
with a frequency equal to the frequency difference of the two modes. The result is 
also known as heterodyne mixing, or optical beating. This scheme can be described 
analytically using the formula:
where i(t) is the generated photo-current, I0i are the CW electrical signals gener­
ated by each separate mode, I \2 is the beat signal, and iOi and (pi are the frequencies 
and phases of the optical signals [Siegman 86]. Note th a t all the sum-frequency 
term s have been neglected, since they cannot be detected. The I \2 term  is given 
by the overlap integral between the transversal distributions of the two modes U{, 
and it is written as:
i{t) = An +  A)2 +  Al2 c o s [ ( uji — U)2)t +  ( p i  — 02)] ( i . i )
( 1.2 )
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In p ractice , th e  degree of spa tia l overlap betw een  th e  two m odes can be d e ­
scribed  using a p a ram e te r m , called th e  spatial mixing efficiency , w hich varies from  





F igure 1.3: S chem atic of th e  pho to -m ix ing  ex p e rim en t, show ing its  p rincip le  of 
o p era tio n .
In th e  he terodyne  scheme, when th e  inciden t o p tica l fields are narrow -line w ith  
a  s tab le  frequency difference, th en  th e  p h o to -g en e ra ted  e lec trical signal is itself a 
clean, narrow -line sinusoid. T h e  o th er m ain  ad v an tag e  of th is  techn ique is its  w ide 
range of tu n ab ility , which is lim ited  only by devices used an d  by th e  b an d w id th  of 
th e  p h o to co n d u ctiv e  elem ent.
A lth o u g h  th e  schem e has been know n for m an y  years [Forrester 55], [Teich 68], 
its ex p lo ita tio n  to  g en e ra te  signals in th e  T H z range is m ore recent [M cIntosh 95]. 
Since th en , a large num b er of w orks ab o u t ph o to -m ix in g  a t  G Hz an d  T H z frequen­
cies have been rep o rted , using different laser system s, from  two sep a ra te  lasers to  
dual-w aveleng th  sources, an d  different d e tec tio n  schem es. A d e ta iled  review  of th e  
m ost in teresting  laser system s for h e tero d y n e  m ix ing  is given in th e  n ex t p a rag ra p h  
(1.3).
A p a rt from  research on p o ten tia l laser sources, ex tensive w ork in to  o th e r asp ec ts  
of pho to -m ix ing  has been carried  o u t, to  im prove frequency response an d  perfo r­
m ance, in te rm s of stab ility , noise and  linew id th . D ifferent d e tec to rs  have been 
em ployed, such as low -tem peratu re-g row n G aA s (L T G -G aA s) [Hyodo 96], an d  fast
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photodiodes (PD), like traveling-wave (TW-PD) [Stohr 01] or unitraveling-carrier 
(UTC-PD) [Ito 04].
Ways of improving the quality of the generated signals have also been proposed and 
investigated, in particular for the case of two separate lasers, since the performance 
is limited by the phase noise of each source, which is converted to the mm-wave 
domain [McIntosh 95, Braun 98]. Improvements in performance were recorded by 
using the optical phase lock-loop technique (OPLL) [Ramos 92], [Langley 99], or 
the optical injection locking technique [Goldberg 83]. However, OPLL requires 
narrow linewidth lasers (<C MHz) and short loop propagation delay, which is a 
limitation to its feasibility, while relatively wide linewidth requires very short loop 
propagation delay cm) in order to achieve acceptable phase noise reduction. 
On the other hand, optical injection locking can provide low phase-error variance, 
but its locking range is limited by stability considerations [Walton 98]. Introduc­
tion of an integrated technique, combining OPLL and OIL, called optical injection 
phase-lock loop (OIPLL) [Bordonalli 94], has proven to be a step forward in terms 
of performance. Another way to improve the stability of generated signals is by 
using an external modulation, as by adding a subharmonic sinusoidal modulation 
to the current injected into a dual-wavelength source [Grosskopf 00].
After reviewing the available technology and system options, the general conclu­
sion is th a t best suited sources for photo-mixing are lasers th a t can simultaneously 
emit two different wavelengths [Tani 00].
1.3 Dual-wavelength laser sources
In recent years, photo-mixing using two modes em itted by the same laser source, 
the so-called dual-wavelength (or dual-mode, or two-color) lasers, has become in­
creasingly popular [Tani 05] and these sources are today subject of extensive re­
search [IPHOBAC ]. Reported experiments employ a very wide range of sources, 
from solid-state and fiber-based lasers, to semiconductor devices.
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Among solid-state lasers, dual-wavelength emission has been reported in a Nd:YV04  
laser operating at two different transition levels [Chen 00], in a system consisting 
of two resonators and a common gain medium [Siebert 02], and in a more com­
pact systems as a dual-mode microchip laser [Hyodo 96]. Dual-wavelength fiber 
ring lasers have also been used to generate microwave signals [Chen 06], showing 
the advantage of having only one gain medium, which reduces the modes relative 
fluctuations. However , both solid-state and fiber-base systems are complex and 
large sources.
A lot of effort has been made to exploit two-colour external-cavity (EC) laser 
systems, th a t consist of a laser diode coupled to an external mirror. Various ex­
amples can be found in the literature, such as devices using a biperiodic grating 
[Hidaka 91], a fixed optical grating [Hoffmann 04a], an external fiber-Bragg-grating 
[Wang 05b], or in a VECSEL (vertical external-cavity surface-emitting laser) con­
figuration [Leinonen 05]. Nonetheless they are mechanically critical devices, not 
suitable as portable sources. Microfluidic dye lasers have also been investigated 
as potential dual-wavelength sources [Kou 06]. Again, they are complex and me­
chanically unstable sources.
The alternative to the above-mentioned systems is given by dual-mode monolithic 
devices. In fact, looking at reviews of laser sources for photo-mixing applications 
[Razavi 98, Tani 00, M atus 04], it appears tha t monolithic dual-wavelength lasers, 
DFBs and DBRs in particular, are the most suitable for this application, thanks 
to  their spectral quality, stability, compactness and integrability.
1.3.1 M onolithic dual-wavelength lasers
The first reported dual-mode DBR laser is by [Iio 95], later the device was specif­
ically employed in photo-mixing experiments [Gu 98]. In this case, two-colour 
emission is achieved by defining a phase-shifted grating, on an AlGaAs-GaAs ma-
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terial. The reflection spectrum of the grating shows two reflection peaks, where 
the centre wavelength is selected by the grating period, while the spacing between 
the two peaks is determined by the phase shift section. The laser spectrum was 
assessed under different driving conditions, showing three regimes: single longi­
tudinal mode operation at the shortest wavelength for low injection current, two 
longitudinal mode operation for medium injection current and single-mode oper­
ation at the longer wavelength for high injection current. The explanation is tha t 
the gain peak moves to longer wavelengths as the injected current is increased, 
while the peaks of the DBR section do not move. Two-mode operation occurs 
when the gain peak wavelength coincides with the centre wavelength of the Bragg 
peaks. More recently, Coleman reported a dual-wavelength InGaAs-GaAs DBR 
laser [Roh 00] based on a ridge-waveguide structure, comprising a gain section and 
two grating sections having different Bragg periods, hence the two-colour spectrum  
(Fig. 1.4). Timing of one grating was achieved by injection current, showing a large
Front DBR 
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Figure 1.4: [Roh 00]: The two wavelengths are defined by two gratings with dif­
ferent periods.
shift between the two modes, up to 6.9 nm. Other lasers comprising two gratings
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have been reported, for example in a Y-junction configuration, as in [Teng 00], 
where a quantum well (QW) intermixing technique is employed for fabrication, or 
in a more complex structure [ODaniel 06], where the two different gratings are one 
on the p-contact side and the other on the n-side. Presently the four-section DBR 
laser (gain, phase section, and two gratings) is the most appealing dual-wavelength 
source for photo-mixing applications, mainly due to its wide tuning range.
The most popular alternative to DBR lasers is the DFB laser, due to its reduced 
technological complexity. The first reported dual-wavelength integrated DFB laser 
is by D utta  [Dutta 86]. The device was fabricated by defining a second-order Bragg 
grating, using the re-growth technique, then defining two separate, although very 
close, ridge-waveguide structures. Dual-wave emission was demonstrated, aim­
ing to  applications in wavelength multiplexed optical systems. Another reported 
dual-wavelength DFB laser is a multisection long-cavity DFB laser [Lima 95]. The 
DFB structure was specially modified to obtain laser oscillation on both sides of 
the stop-band, the mode spacing was adjusted to the desired frequency by specifi­
cally designing the coupling coefficient. Two modes around 1.55 jum, with 60 GHz 
wspacing, were detected, and by tuning the bias current the mode spacing could 
be adjusted to 40 GHz. Two-section DFBs were also used as microwave sources 
[Wang 99], and more recently a dual-wavelength InGaAsPInP multi-section (MS) 
DFB laser was reported by Sartorius [Mohrle 01]. This structure comprises three 
sections: two single-mode DFBs, having different Bragg periods, and a phase sec­
tion in between them, for wavelength tuning (Fig. 1.5). This laser is also called 
self-pulsating (SP) DFB laser, since the amplitude superposition of the two CW 
single modes produces a beating type self pulsation (SP).
O ther types of two-colour monolithic lasers are a vertical cavity surface em itting 
lasers (VCSEL) and dual-QCLs. Pellandini reported on a dual-wavelength VCSEL 
comprising two cavities, placed one on top of the other, and coupled through a 
common mirror [Pellandini 97]. The main limitation for such structures is th a t 
they are not integrable with other optoelectronics device, such as semiconductor
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F igure  1.5: T hree  section D FB : two active ones, having  different periods, an d  a 
phase  ad ju s tm en t section [M ohrle 01].
op tical am plifiers (SO A ) or p h o to d io d es  (P D ). A dual-m ode in terbancl cascade 
laser in co rp o ra tin g  two active regions w as d em o n stra ted  in [G arcia 97], an d  re­
cen tly  in [Yan 06].
D ouble core devices have also been rep o rted , e ith e r using a stacked  ac tive layer 
(SAL) techn ique [Beernink 94], or w ith  a m ore sim ple regrow th [Uchida 05]. 
A n o th er in teresting  in teg ra ted  device th a t  is able to  em it s im ultaneously  two lon­
g itu d in a l m odes was proposed  very recen tly  by [W ilk 07]. It is a w aveguide laser 
w ith  a  7.5 p in  w ide ridge, designed on p u rp o se  for gu id ing  tw o tran sv e rsa l m odes, 
as show n in Fig. 1.6. Since th e  two m odes have slightly  different p ro p ag a tio n  con­
s tan ts , th e ir  o p e ra tin g  w avelength  is also slightly  d ifferent, hence th e  possib ility  to  
g en e ra te  a  frequency difference signal. T h is laser is very appealing  due to  its  con­
cep tu a l and  technological sim plicity, m oreover it takes ad v an tag e  of th e  com m on 
cavity  for increased stab ility . However, since th e  two m odes have a  lim ited  sp a tia l 
overlap  a ro u n d  50%, th is  source is no t o p tim u m  in te rm s of pho to -m ix ing  efficiency.
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F igure 1.6: Far-field  profiles of th e  dual-m ode laser by [W ilk 07], (a) a t 100 m A , 
(b) a t  400 mA.
1.3.2 Some applica tions of dual-w avelength  lasers
D ual-w avelength  lasers have o th e r ap p lica tions besides pho to -m ix ing . A m ong 
them , a  significant effort is pu t in to  researching new clual-w avelength m ono lith ic  
lasers for op tica l data, s to rage an d  processing, as several recent p ap e rs  on th e  su b ­
jec t tes tify  [Tojo 05], [U chida 05]. T hese devices look very ap p ea lin g  because th ey  
com ply w ith  th e  requ irem en ts of ro b u st, com pact and  low-cost sources, th a t  are  
essen tial in th e  field of op tica l recording system s.
D ual-m ode lasers find also ap p lica tio n s in op tical rem ote  sensing, for in s tan ce  in 
d ifferential ab so rp tio n  lidar (D IA L) [Yu 97] an d  tw o-w avelength  in te rfe ro m etry  
[G urov 99].
Finally , one of th e  m ost consolidated  app lica tions for m onolith ic  m ulti w avelength
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laser diodes is for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), in communication 
systems.
1.4 D istributed reflector lasers defined w ith lat­
eral gratings
There are two main ways of creating gratings on distributed feedback lasers : i) 
by defining them  during the growth process, which is known as ”re-growth” tech­
nique, ii) by post-growth fabrication, tha t is by etching surface gratings. In the 
re-growth technique the grating is defined by etching it very close to the active 
region, then filling it, by standard growth techniques, with a m aterial having a dif­
ferent refractive index. On the other hand surface gratings, sometimes reported as 
shallow, or index-guided, gratings, are defined by etching into the upper cladding, 
hence causing a periodic variation of the refractive index of the guiding structure. 
The advantage of the first approach is a strong interaction of the mode with the 
grating, while the second one is technologically more simple and flexible. Since the 
purpose of this project is to show the feasibility of the integrated dual-wavelength 
laser, it was chosen to use surface gratings. Among the possible approaches to 
define surface gratings, a very convenient way is to periodically vary the width of 
the waveguide. In the literature, this type of structure has been named in a vari­
ety of ways, the most used being lateral grating [Miller 91] and laterally coupled 
[Tiberio 94], sidewall grating [Wong 93], and vertical grating [Wiedmann 01]. 
First demonstration of a laser incorporating this structure was given by Miller in 
1991 [Miller 91]. They showed laser operation of a lateral grating DFB fabricated 
on InGaAs-AlGaAs material, under pulsed conditions. Fig. 1.7 depicts Miller’s 
device.
The same type of structure was later fabricated on GaAs-AlGaAs material, by Abe 
[Abe 95], in 1995. Single-mode operation under CW conditions was also demon­
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strated [Yee 99].
Subsequently this type of structure has been widely exploited, in various optical in­
tegrated circuits (OIC). Arrayed structures for instance were fabricated [Miller 91] 
for high-power applications, while Kim [Kim 03] fabricated a new structure called 
”distributed reflector” , th a t integrates a lateral DFB laser with a lateral DBR 
reflector.
Recently, it was shown tha t accurate design of the ridge-waveguide, along with 




Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of the lateral DFB RWG laser reported by
[Miller 91].
Wang showed low threshold and a very high SMSR of about 45 dB from a 
standard lateral grating DFB laser fabricated on InAlGaAs-InP material.
A slightly different type of lateral grating was fabricated by defining metal g ra t­
ings alongside the laser ridge wave-guide [Kamp 99]. In this case the grating acts 
as a periodic absorber for the evanescent p art of the propagating mode, hence 
causing complex coupling. In the literature, the shallow gratings, th a t are etched 
into the upper cladding, are referred to as index-coupled DFBs, while the gratings
^
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etched into the active region, or into a loss providing layer, are called gain-, loss- 
or complex-coupled DFBs.
A further development on the field of laterally complex-coupled gratings is the in­
troduction of a focussed ion beam (FIB) technique [Rennon 01], to define complex- 
coupled DFB laser, without need for post-growth.
Another example of lateral grating laser, which shows the strong potential of 
this technology as a platform for monolithic integration, was recently reported 
in [Strain 06]. In this work the lateral grating was designed in order to introduce 
a chirp in the optical signal, to compensate for the chirp typically generated by 
mode-locked lasers.
A device similar to the lateral grating laser is the photonic wire (PhW ) Bragg 
grating [Gnan 06]. This structure differs from lateral gratings in its size, which is 
much smaller (ridge-widths are around a few hundred nanometres), and hence it 
induces a stronger perturbation over the mode, which can no longer be assumed 
unchanged along the direction of propagation. It follows th a t approximate analyti­
cal approaches, such as the coupled-mode solutions or the transfer m atrix method, 
do not hold for such structures, and more complex numerical techniques, such as 
the Floquet-Bloch expansion, are required.
1.5 Conclusions
Today the generation of signals in the far-IR range is a very active topic of research, 
due to its many applications in key areas of research, such as astronomy, medicine 
and security. After a thorough review of potential sources, photonic techniques 
appear to be very promising candidates. In particular the optical heterodyne 
technique is the most appealing approach to  achieve tunable THz sources, due 
to its wide range of frequencies. From a review of potential sources for photo­
mixing, dual-wavelength monolithic devices appear to be best suited, due to low 
power consumption and low production cost, and above all due to their common
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cavity, which allows generation of very stable beat signals (section 3.4.1). Finally, 
a review of the lateral grating structure, which was chosen as building block of 
the Bragg reflector lasers, was given showing its potential in the integration of 
different functionalities on the same chip, without need for m aterial re-growth.
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Chapter 2 
Theory of Bragg reflector lasers
The most common way to achieve single-mode operation in semiconductor lasers is 
by using a grating structure, either in a passive (DBR) or active (DFB) configura­
tion. These types of devices, which have been developed since 1971 [Kogelnik 71], 
still today are subject of extensive research as fundamental elements in optical 
integrated circuits.
In this Chapter the analysis of Bragg grating lasers is addressed, alongside some 
characteristic features and effects, which are useful to the understanding of the 
experimental results.
2.1 Coupled-wave equations
D istributed Bragg reflectors are optical guiding structures in which a periodic 
perturbation of the refractive index along the cavity length causes coupling be­
tween forward and backward propagating waves. This effect, known as backward 
Bragg scattering, from the name of the scientist who first discovered it [Bragg 13], 
produces coherent coupling between EM fields tha t propagate w ith wavelengths 
satisfying the Bragg condition [Agrawal 93]:
A  _
2 nef f
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where A is the grating period, A# is the wavelength of light propagating within 
the structure (Bragg wavelength), nef f  is the effective refractive index of the mode, 
and m  is the grating order. Due to this effect, the Bragg reflector substantially 
behaves as a wavelength dependent mirror.
The effect over the fields involved can be described starting from the general wave 
equation (Helmholtz equation):
j 2  pp
-j-p  +  n(z )k02E  = 0 (2 .2)
where the field E  is given by the sum of the forward and backward propagating 
waves, and n(z)  is the axially varying refractive index, and k0 is the wavenumber 
27r/Ab - Starting from a general solution of the form:
E(x,  y, z) =  U(x, y)[EFWexp(j(3z) +  E BWexp{-j(3z)\  (2.3)
where the x-  and y-axis define the plane perpendicular to the z direction of 
propagation of light, U(x, y) is the transversal field distribution of the mode, and 
(3 is the mode propagation constant, by substituting the expressions for E, ko, and 
n(z)  = n ef f  +  A n(z), in Eq. 2.2, after neglecting second order derivatives, one 
obtains a set of equations tha t relate the counter-propagating waves:
—~J~~~ +  j A p E p w  = —j ^ E s w  (2.4)dz
HE
™  — jA (3EBw ~  J kE Fw  (2.5)
Eqs. 2.4-2.5 are known as coupled-wave equations. Here A/? is the detuning 
between j3 and /?0, while k is a param eter called coupling coefficient, th a t accounts 
for the coupling between the two fields (it is usually reported in cm-1). The most 
general definition for k, can be derived from the coupled-wave theory, and it results:
fcp fJ3raun9 A e (x ’y)u 2 (x ’y )dxdy , ,
K 2 n eff f f x>U2(x,y)dxdy
where Ae is the dielectric perturbation, k, basically measures the strength of 
the interaction between the propagating field and the perturbation on the m aterial
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caused by the presence of the grating.
General solutions to the coupled-wave equations are of the form [Buus 05]:
j A p
E f w {z) =  cosh(7z) — sinh(7 ^) E f w ( 0) — — sinh(7 z )£ Bvv(0) (2.7)
7  J 7
E b w (z ) =  7 ^  sin h (7 J2)E ,F w (0 ) +  co sh (7 z) +  s in h (7 ^) E b w {0) (2 .8 )
with 7  defined as 7 2 =  k2 — A P2. The coupled-wave theory here presented, 
despite giving accurate predictions, is based on a few approximations, and a more 
rigorous analysis can be carried out using the Green function [Buus 05]. Interest­
ingly however, this approach, which is in principle more accurate, gives the same 
results as the coupled mode theory.
The solutions given in 2.7-2.8) can be re-written in m atrix form as:
E f w (z )
=  M (z)
E f w (  0)
E b w {z ) E b w (  0)
(2.9)
where M (z)  is:
M(z)
cosh( jz )  — sinh(72 ) — ^  sinhfyz)
^  sinh(7 z) cosh(/yz) +  sinh(7 ^)
(2 .10)
In the literature, Bragg laser analysis is sometimes reported as transfer m atrix 
theory. As mentioned above, Eq. 2.9 is simply a re-formulation of the coupled 
mode theory which makes use of m atrix formalism, th a t proves to be a very pow­
erful tool, by allowing direct analytical solution to the coupled mode equations 
[Carroll 98].
2.2 D B R  lasers
DBR lasers are edge-emitting lasers in which at least one of the two facets is 
replaced by a Bragg reflector. In this case the grating structure is passive, i.e. it 
does not provide any optical gain. The behaviour of a DBR grating as a wavelength
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dependent reflector is conveniently described by its power reflectivity R ( A), th a t 
is given by [Buus 05]:
R m  = __________« 2 sinh2 (-yLDBR)__________
A p 2 sinh2 (7 L d b r ) +  7 2 cosh2 (7L DBr )
It is interesting to investigate how the coupling coefficient k and the reflector
length L d b r  can affect the performance of the Bragg grating. Fig. 2.1 (top) shows 
the power reflectivity R  versus A at a fixed «, for different grating lengths, while 
Fig. 2.1 (bottom) shows R (A) for different coupling coefficients, for a fixed grating 
length.
It appears tha t R  increases when both k  or L d b r  increase, however the reflec­
tivity width (also known as stop-band width) is affected in a different way, since 
for higher k, it broadens, while for longer gratings it reduces.
Note tha t for a wavelength A =  A5 the power reflectivity reduces to:
R  = tanh 2 {kL d b r ) (2.12)
showing tha t the magnitude of reflection at the peak wavelength Xb is de­
termined only by the k L d b r  product, also known as the normalised coupling 
coefficient. From this relation it is clear th a t the coupling coefficient measures 
the strength of reflection per unit length. The curve describing the peak power 
reflectivity R { \ b )  as a function of k L Db r  Is shown in Fig. 2 .2 .
From Eq. 2.11 it is readily found tha t (for A ( 3 L d b r  > k L d b r )  the first zeros 
of R  are at:
A  (3 L d b r  =  y /  (k L d b r )2 +  M 2 (2 .13)
A useful tool in treating a DBR laser structure is to approximate it with a 
Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity [Yee 95]. In fact, a DBR laser with reflector length L d b r  
and gain section length L a can be analysed as an equivalent FP  laser whose length 
is given by L A + L eff ,  where Le/ /  is the effective length of the Bragg grating, defined
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w here 0  is th e  phase  shift of th e  D B R  section. For A =  A#, L cf f  becom es:
t anh( KLDBR) /(11^
L cf f  =  A  (2.15)
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F igure  2.1: S im ulations of th e  sp ec tra l response of a generic passive B ragg  reflector, 
hav ing  length  Ld b r  an d  coupling  coefficient k . Power reflectiv ity  vs. w avelength , 
for a g ra tin g  w ith  k =  25 c m " 1, an d  different leng ths L d b r  — (200, 400, 8 0 0 )^ m  
(top ); for L d b r =  300 f t m  an d  different k  =  (2 5 ,5 0 ,1 0 0 ) cm -1 (b o tto m ).
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F igure 2.2: Power reflectiv ity  of a  d is tr ib u te d  B ragg reflector a t  Ag, as a  function  
of k L .
w hile for h igh k it decreases. In th is  view, th e  B ragg reflector can  be seen as 
a w avelength  selective m irro r which overlaps th e  frequency com b of lo n g itu d in a l 
m odes crea ted  by th e  F P  cavity, hence leading to  single-m ode op era tio n .
2.2.1 A n o th e r  ap p roach  to  th e  D B R  analysis
A nother, m ore sim ple, ap p ro ach  w hich can be used to  m odel B ragg  reflectors is th e  
m ulti-reflec tion  layers analysis. T h is  approach , which is accu ra te  for deep-etched  
an d  m icrostruct.u red  m irrors, tre a ts  th e  g ra tin g  s tru c tu re  as a  s tack  of reflective 
layers, using th e  Fresnel form ula for p lane waves r  =  A r i / 2 n ef f  [Buus 05]. M ore 
precisely, following th e  M acleod ana lysis [Erwin 07], it can be shown th a t  th e  s tack  
reflectiv ity  can  be defined as:
(2.16)
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where Y  is the optical adm ittance C / B , and the terms B  and C  are derived from 
the characteristic m atrix for the multi-layer system:
 ^ 1 \  r i i
(2.17)
where n r is the refractive index of the r-th  layer, n m is the refractive index of the
B = (n COs5r js in(6r/ n r) ) '  1 'C ^r=l j n rsin(Sr) cosSr J _
substrate, 6r is defined as ^ n rdr =  kdopt , and dr is the thickness of the layer.
2.3 DFB lasers
A DFB (distributed feedback laser) is a laser source in which the effects of Bragg 
grating reflections and optical amplification are combined, hence its name.
For the case of a structure with non-reflecting mirrors, since the laser consists 
essentially of an active periodic structure, its analysis can be carried out from the 
2 .4-2.5 taking into account the gain by replacing A 0  with A 0  +  j  g0, where g0 
is the field gain. The oscillation condition is then found by taking into account 
the boundary conditions for the system. It is im portant to notice th a t this device 
differs substantially from usual laser cavities, where the boundary conditions for 
the internal waves are determined by outcoming waves, incident onto the mirrors 
[Kogelnik 72]. Since the distributed feedback structure is a self-oscillating system, 
the internal waves start from zero amplitude at the boundaries, receiving their 
energy via scattering from the counter-propagating wave. From this observation, 
the boundary conditions Epw{0) =  E b w {L) =  0 follow. Re-writing Eq. 2.9 for 
the case z = L:
E FW{L) = M u (L)E f w ( 0) +  M i2{L)Eb w ( 0) (2.18)
E b w {E) = M2i (L)Ef w {Q) +  M22(L)EB\v {Q) (2.19)
it is found tha t the boundaries conditions require the M 22 term  to be set to zero, 
hence leading to the expression:
cosh(7L) -|- 3 ^  sinh(7L) = 0 (2.20)
7
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which is known as the oscillation condition (see A7.10) for the ideal DFB laser. 
The 7  coefficient tha t appears in the previous equation is:
7 2 =  K2 — (A/? +  j  g0)2 (2 .21)
The oscillation condition can be re-written as:
7 L  coth(7 L) = - j { A p L  +  j  g0L) (2 .22)
From this condition it results tha t for any given set of values k  and L  there is 
only a discrete number of allowed solutions, in the form of (A/?, g0) eigenmodes. 
This is due to the fact that, in contrast to FP and DBR lasers, gain and phase 
are linked through the complex number A/7 +  j  go- In general, solutions to  Eq. 
2.22 have to be calculated numerically, however for the case of kL  > >  1 there is 
an asymptotic solution for the mode with the lowest required gain. Results from 
numerical calculations carried out at different k L  values are shown in Fig. 2.3.
From this plot it can be noticed tha t the mode having the lowest required gain 
(first lasing mode) is not at the Bragg wavelength, as for DBR lasers. Moreover, 
the degeneracy effect creates a pair of first lasing modes symmetrically located 
across the Bragg wavelength.
A characteristic param eter highlighted from this analysis is the distance between 
the two first degenerate modes A 5 , called stop-band width. It depends only on 
the k L  product and, for the case of an ideal DFB laser with non-reflecting facets, 
it has to be calculated numerically. However, for high k L  values A 5 is well ap­
proximated by 2kL .  It can be shown th a t 2 y / ( k L ) 2 +  (7r)2, previously derived 
for passive structures (Eq. 2.13), can be used as a very good approximation for 
calculating the stop-band width of DFB lasers. As k L  decreases the normalised 
mode spacing approaches 7r, which is the same as for a Fabry-Perot laser of length 
L. Fig. 2.4 shows a comparison between the numerical solution for a DFB laser, 
the asymptotic solution 2k,L, and the exact solution for a DBR laser.
The simplest way to remove the DFB mo de-degeneracy is by introducing a 
cleaved facet, in order to lift the symmetry of the structure. This can be accounted
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Figure 2.3: Amplitude threshold gain a L  (i.e. g0L) vs. detuning SL (i.e. A (3L) 
for a mirrorless index-coupled DFB, for different values of the k L  product, from 
[Shiraz 96].
for in Eq. 2.22 by introducing the facet complex reflectivity re?6:
7  cosh (7 L) +  \ j ( A p  +  j g 0) + j  nr e~2jd] sinhyL =  0 (2.23)
where 0 is the phase angle due to the fraction of period left close to the cleaved 
facet. Since in practice it is not possible to control the facet cleaving position 
within the grating period (for first order gratings this is around 200-250 nm), the 
phase shift introduced by the facet has to be treated as a statistical variable. A 
numerical solution of Eq. 2.23, for different values of is shown in Fig. 2.5. 
From this result it is clear th a t the mode-degeneracy previously shown has been 
lifted, leading to single-mode behaviour.
Another way to ensure single-mode operation in DFB lasers is, for instance, the 
introduction of a A/4 phase shift at the centre of the structure [Buus 05].
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Figure 2.4: Normalised stop-band width vs. k L  product, for an ideal DFB laser 
with non-reflecting facets: (□) numerical solution, (*) approximation for high k L  
values, (o) approximation for low k L  values.
2.4 W avelength tuning mechanisms
In the case of DBR and DFB lasers, tuning of the emission wavelength is achieved 
by tuning of the Bragg wavelength. From the Bragg condition 2.1 it is clear tha t 
the only param eter which can be varied is the effective refractive index of the 
grating structure. This can be changed by varying the operational tem perature 
of the device or, in the case of DBR lasers, by carrier injection into the grating 
section.
2.4.1 Therm al Tuning
Tem perature changes in semiconductor lasers affect the emission wavelength either 
by changing the gain peak wavelength or by varying the refractive index of the 
grating structure, giving increased operation wavelengths at increased tem perature
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5 r  f, = 0.0343 
’ r2 = 0.0343
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Figure 2.5: Amplitude threshold gain a L  vs. detuning for a DFB with finite 
reflectivities, for different values of the k L  product, from [Shiraz 96]
levels. Standard Fabry-Perot lasers show the same tem perature dependence as the 
gain peak, with a tuning efficiency around 0.5 nm /°C , while for DBR and DFB 
lasers the lasing mode is function of the refractive index only, giving a tuning 
of 0.1 nm/°C[Buus 05]. This translates in a very fine control over the emission 
wavelength for single-mode lasers. On the other hand, this also means th a t when 
the plasma effect is used as a tuning mechanism, the therm al effect due to heating 
of the device tends to  compensate the refractive index decrease caused by carrier 
injection.
2.4.2 Tuning by current injection
The refractive index in semiconductors can be varied by changing the carrier con­
centration, that is by current injection. There are three main effects which affect
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the refractive index: i) free-carrier absorption, or plasm a effect, ii) bandfilling, and 
iii) bandgap shrinkage [Bennett 90] (see Fig. 2.6). Free-carrier absorption is an 
intraband effect, given by absorption of a photon by a carrier, which can move to 
a higher energy level within the same band. It gives a decrease of the refractive 
index.
Bandfilling results in a blue-shift of the absorption peak, due to  electrons filling the 
lowest energy states, hence electrons from the valence band (VB) require energies 
greater than the bandgap to be optically excited to the conduction band (CB). 
Bandgap shrinkage occurs when the electron concentration is large enough for the 
electrons to behave as a gas of interacting, repelling, particles. This yields to  a 
lowering of the CB edge. This effect tends to produce an increase in refractive 
index.
However, what is most im portant for tuning applications is the global effect caused 
by the combination of the three effects. It was shown, from both theoretical and 
experimental works, tha t at injection levels below 1018 cm-3 , and wavelengths 
around the bandgap, the result is a negative variation of the refractive index.
2.4.3 Phase tuning section
In DBR lasers, in order to improve their tuning performance, a more advanced 
structure, known as three-section DBR laser, is usually chosen [Coldren 95]. It is 
basically a DBR laser th a t includes an additional passive section, located between 
the gain and the grating section (Fig. 2.7). This additional section allows to intro­
duce a small change of the refractive index, by carrier injection, which translates 
into a variation of the cavity length. This causes a very small shift of the comb 
of cavity frequencies, thus it allows for a very ’’sm ooth” wavelength tuning. This 
section is generally called phase section, since it allows for an independent control 
of the phase.
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Figure 2.6: Change of the index of refraction due to carrier injection, in InP 
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Figure 2.7: Typical three-section DBR laser, from [Coldren 00].
2.5 Spectral linewidth
Laser light is, by definition, produced through a process known as stimulated emis­
sion, which generates photons having all the same energy and phase, so tha t they
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add up coherently. However, in a real laser source, light is also generated by spon­
taneous emission (SE), which creates photons having random phases, causing real 
devices to have a finite linewidth. Since spontaneous emission is a random process, 
laser linewidth analysis has to follow a statistical approach. Assuming th a t the 
phase distribution of SE photons follows a Gaussian distribution, which is correct 
for a large number of photons, it follows th a t the laser lineshape has a Lorentzian 
shape [Buus 05]. From statistical analysis, it can be shown th a t the laser linewidth 
A v  is given by:
which is known as the Shawlow-Townes law. Here hv  is the photon energy, vg 
is the group velocity, a* are the internal loss, a m are the end loss (or mirror loss, 
see A7.3), n sp is the spontaneous emission coefficient, and P  is the optical power 
per end, which can be w ritten as:
where S  is the averaged photon density, Va is the volume of the active region 
and T is the confinement factor of the mode.
Eq. 2.24 defines the quantum  limit for the laser linewidth, i.e. it gives the nar­
rowest possible linewidth. However, for diode lasers a significant correction factor 
has to be added to the previous formula, to account for carrier density changes. 
Eq. 2.24 then becomes:
which is labelled as the Shawlow-Townes-Henry law, from the name of the scientist 
who introduced the correction factor a n  [Henry 82]. The a  factor, also known as 
the linewidth enhancement factor, is defined as:
(2.24)
A vsth = (2.26)
dn / d N  
dn"/ON (2.27)
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where dn / d N  and d n " / d N  are respectively the rate of change of the real and of 
the imaginary part of the refractive index with respect to carrier density. This 
factor accounts for the link between optical gain g and refractive index n, and 
hence phase (see (3.4)). The effect of olh is to increase the minimum linewidth 
by coupling gain fluctuations to  refractive index fluctuations, thus to  the em itted 
wavelength via changes of the effective length of the cavity. As an example, every 
spontaneous event changes the population inversion and thus changes the refractive 
index, so if for instance n  changes g fluctuates, causing frequency noise. Note 
also th a t due to (2.27), and to dispersion in semiconductors, a n  results in being 
wavelength dependent. This can be usefully exploited in DFB lasers, where the 
Bragg wavelength can be detuned from the gain peak, using negative detuning to 
have a lower value of an-
The narrowest linewidth reported to date for a DFB laser is 3.6 kHz, by Okai 
[Okai 93]. It was achieved by using a m aterial with low a:*, high kL, which gives low 
a m, and a distributed phase shift, to reduce spatial hole burning, hence allowing 
single-mode operation at high power levels. While for DBR lasers the lowest 
reported up to date is 25 kHz [Lammert 97].
2.6 Optical injection locking
Optical injection is a technique consisting in seeding a laser (slave) with a signal 
coming from a second source (master). If the frequencies of the two lasers are suf­
ficiently close, the slave is ”forced” to oscillate a t master frequency, hence locking 
takes place. Injection locking phenomena can be described by taking a very gen­
eral approach, which applies to  any systems consisting of two coupled oscillators. 
The locking relation between the two oscillator is given by the Adler’s equation 
[Annovazzi-Lodi 98]:
K I T1
A u> = ------^-(cl?/ cos(f)S — sin0 s) (2.28)
es +  1
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where Acu is the frequency detuning, K  is the relative amplitude of the injected 
field, Tin is the cavity round trip, a n  is the linewidth enhancement factor, and es 
and (j>s are the stationary solutions of the system. From this formula it results 
th a t locking takes place within a certain range of frequencies Aw, known as locking 
range, and this A u  is a function of the injection strength, so tha t as the intensity 
increases A u  widens. Another frequency range is also defined, the pre-locking 
range, in which a phenomenon called frequency pulling takes place. These different 
zones of injection can be seen in Fig. 2.8. Note tha t at high levels of injection 
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Figure 2.8: A typical map of locking range as a function of frequency detuning 
and injected power, from [Fukushima 03].
2.7 Conclusions
This Chapter is intended to help understanding the laser modelling described 
in Chapter 3, the technological choices made in Chapter 4, and the analysis of 
the experimental data  reported in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 . The coupled-mode
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theory, th a t describes the behaviour of Bragg grating lasers, was presented. The 
key param eters Bragg wavelength As, coupling coefficient k, and stop-band width 
A s were introduced. The effect of mode degeneracy, which is typical of DFB 
lasers, was discussed; fundamental formulae were described for future reference. 
The effects of wavelength tuning and finite laser linewidth, which are relevant to 
distributed reflector lasers, were described. The phenomenon of optical injection 
locking, which was exploited in the experimental work on dual-wavelength lasers 
(Chapter 6 ), was introduced.
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Chapter 3 
M odelling of the Bragg lasers
In this research single-mode DBR and DFB lasers were developed, along with a 
novel dual-wavelength device, based on a lateral grating structure. This Chapter 
illustrates the work carried out in order to design the reported devices.
3.1 M odelling of the ridge-waveguide structure
The waveguide was modelled using a commercial mode finder software called 
FIMMWAVE [Photon Design ], based on a fully vectorial approach. In these cal­
culations in particular the FIMMWAVE FMM Solver was used, which is a fully 
vectorial solver based on the mode matching method, optimised for rectangular 
geometry waveguides like epitaxial structures.
Simulations were run searching for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse 
magnetic (TM) fields, within a six quantum  well Al-quaternary material (section 
4.1). The aim was to optimise the ridge-waveguide (RWG) structure in order to 
ensure single transversal mode operation. Results showed no TM guiding, which 
is what expected in this type of ridge-waveguide structures. The ridge waveguide 
width was determined by choosing the optimum trade-off between single-mode op­
eration and technological limits, which proved to be a 2.5 finl wide ridge structure, 
while to achieve single-mode operation the depth was chosen to be around 1.7 fim
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(Fig. 3.1).
horizontal/ pm
F igure 3.1: S im ulated  p lo ts of m ode p ro p ag a tio n  in th e  o p tim u m  ridge-w aveguide 
s tru c tu re : tran sv e rsa l section (top ), and  3D d is tr ib u tio n  (b o tto m ).
3.2 M odelling of th e  lateral grating
M odelling of th e  la te ra l g ra tin g  s tru c tu re  was carried  o u t s ta r t in g  from  th e  general 
expression for the  coupling  coefficient (Ecp 2.6). F irstly , th e  geom etry  of th e
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g ra tin g  was chosen to  he rec tan g u lar, for sim plicity  of design an d  fabrication .
F igure  3.2: S chem atic  of th e  la te ra l Bragg g ra tin g , show ing the  design p a ram ete rs  
6 (a sp ect ra tio ), h (e tch -d ep th ), an d  w  (g ra ting  recess).
In th is  case th e  expression for k reduces to  [Agrawal 93]:
w here rq  and  ri2 a re  th e  re fractive indexes of th e  sem iconduc to r and  of th e  d ielectric 
layer respectively, n ej f  is th e  effective refractive index of the  gu ided  m ode, an d  6 
is th e  d u ty  cycle, or asp ect ra tio  (see Fig. 3.2), of th e  g ra tin g . T h e  p a ram e te r 
Fy, w hich in general rep resen ts  a confinem ent factor, in th is  case rep resen ts  the 
frac tio n  of m ode energy confined w ith in  th e  g ra tin g  region. It is defined as:
In o rd er to  m axim ise the  first fac to r in Eq. 3.1 to  1, th e  g ra tin g  was chosen to  
be first o rd e r ( rn=  1), w ith  asp ec t ra tio  3 =  50%, hence Eq. 3.1 sim plifies to:
=  l i f t i n g  g 2 (-r . V ) ^ V  
I L  £ 2 T  v ) d x d y
g r a t i n g
(3.2)
^ B n c f f
(3.3)
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T h e  p erio d  A was ca lcu la ted  from  th e  B ragg form ula A =  A s /2 n eyy, using  
th e  effective re fractive index ca lcu la ted  for the  o p tim u m  RW G s tru c tu re  using  
FIM M W A V E. Since n ef f  was found to  be 3.3, th e  g ra tin g  perio d  A a t 1.35 fxm 
was ca lcu la ted  to  be a round  ‘205 nm .
In o rd e r to  e s tim a te  using Eq. 3.2, it was followed th e  ap p ro ach  suggested  in 
[Agrawal 86], w here th e  field d is tr ib u tio n  E ( x , y ) is ap p ro x im a ted  to  be th a t  of 
a s tru c tu re  in which th e  g ra tin g  p itch  is a  con tinuous m edium  having d ie lec tric  
c o n s tan t eavc given by th e  average betw een t \  (sem iconducto r) an d  e2 (S i0 2  layer), 
as in Fig. 3.3.
X
F igure  3.3: S chem atic of th e  ap p ro x im a ted  la te ra l g ra tin g  s tru c tu re  used to  sim ­
u la te  th e  g ra tin g  confinem ent fac to r F g.
U sing th e  re la tion  n  =  >/e, an d  tak in g  =  10.1 and  e2 =  2.1, n ave was found 
to  be 2.47. T h e  s tru c tu re  was sim u la ted  using FIM M W A V E, vary ing  th e  d e p th  
of th e  ridge h an d  th e  g ra tin g  w id th  w , and  th e  ca lcu la ted  E(x ,  y)  was in teg ra ted  
over th e  g ra tin g  region using M A TLA B. By su b s titu tin g  th e  values for F g in to  
Eq. 3.3, an  es tim a te  of th e  coup ling  coefficient can  be given for d ifferen t ridge 
configurations. Fig. 3 .4 (top) show s sim u la ted  values of k as a func tion  of th e  e tch
InAIGaAs-InP ep ilayer  
a v e r a g e  region
£’-'ave £InP £'-ave
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depth /i, and Fig. 3.4(bottom) simulated k, for different recess depths w.
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of k over (top) grating etch depth (ic=0.5 pm), (bottom) 
recess depth (1.7 pm  etch depth); for a RWG width of 2.5 pm  covered with a S i0 2 
(71(5^0 2 )=1-44) insulation layer.
From these plots it can be noticed tha t k depends critically on the geometry of 
the structure, in particular on the etch depth. The reason is th a t the confinement
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of the mode is very sensitive to variations of the RWG depth: if the ridge is too 
deep the mode will be more confined in the horizontal direction, if it is too shallow 
it will be more confined in the vertical direction. In order to guarantee good single­
mode operation, the grating was finally designed to have a 0.5 fim  recess and a 
1.7 fim etch depth. This geometry should give a 75 cm coupling coefficient, which 
for a 600 fim  long DFB gives a high kL  product of 4.5.
3.3 M odelling of the single-mode lasers
Initial modelling was performed on single-mode DBR lasers. Since from previous 
simulations the k coefficient was estimated to be around 75 cm -1 , the reflector 
length L g was designed to be 300 //m, to give high power reflectivity. However, 
later measurements showed th a t k was lower than predicted, therefore, to increase 
the power reflectivity, the grating length was increased to 750 /im. The length 
of the active section was designed to minimise the threshold current 1^, following 
the theoretical model for MQW lasers by [Kurobe 88]. Recalling Eq. 2.15, and 
assuming 20% reflectivity from the DBR mirror and 30% from the cleaved facet, 
and using the material param eters already measured by oxide stripe laser (OSL) 
assessment, the optimum length for the gain section L a was found to  be 550 fim. 
It was also necessary to estim ate the band-gap wavelength shift required for the 
grating section, in order to obtain optimum balance between high tuning efficiency 
and low absorption losses. This was done using the Kramers-Kronig relations, 
which are dispersion relations tha t relate the real part of the refractive index to 
the imaginary part, and vice versa. The expression th a t relates the change of the 
real part of the refractive index A n to the change of the absorption A a  (or gain
A g) is:
(3.4)
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F igure  3.5: R esu lts from m easu rem en t of ab so rp tio n  and  refrac tive  index  change, 
on A l-q u a te rn a ry  m ate ria l, for different app lied  voltages (C o u rtesy  of A .J. Seeds 
(U C L )).
w here u> is the  op tical frequency. T h is re la tion  is rou tin e ly  used to  ca lcu la te  th e  
refrac tive  index profile from  losses m easured  over a w ide range of frequencies. 
T h e  typ ica l dependence of th e  two com ponen ts of th e  com plex refrac tive  index 
n  =  nr +  n,i as a function  of th e  op tical w avelength, are shown in Fig. 3.5.
U sing re su lts  from [Wong 05] th e  op tim um  w avelength sh ift was chosen to  be 
60 nm .
Design of th e  single-m ode D FB  lasers followed th e  ex p e rim en ta l re su lts  o b ta in ed  
from  te s tin g  of the  first b a tch  of D BR lasers, for w hich lasing was recorded  from  
devices having 210 nm  period. Since th e  D B R  lasing w avelength  was sligh tly  blue 
sh ifted  w ith  respec t to  th e  gain peak  w avelength, in o rd e r to  define a  B ragg  wave­
leng th  th a t  was 10 nm  higher, som e D F B s were designed (using  Eq. 2.1) to  have
211.6 nm  period . T he  la te ra l g ra tin g  was still chosen to  be first o rder, w ith  50% 
d u ty  cycle, 2.5 /a n  RW G w id th , and  1.7 g m  etch d ep th . In o rd e r to  investiga te  th e  
effects of som e design p a ram ete rs  over th e  lasing p ro p e rtie s  o f th e  devices, recesses 
were chosen to  be 500 nm  and 800 nm .
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3.4 M odelling of the dual-grating lasers
The implementation of the dual-wavelength device was focused on the requirements 
of a reliable, compact and low-cost solution for dual-mode operation, which could 
be exploited to generate frequency difference signals. The novel structure proposed 
in this work, tha t consists of a single cavity on which two different grating periods 
are located, undoubtedly meets all the requirements, since it is a simple structure, 
th a t comprises only one section, it requires the same technology as for single­
mode DFBs, and in principle it offers the same lasing performances (1^, SMSR, 
linewidth) as for standard DFBs. Moreover, the use of an integrated dual-mode 
laser has an advantage in the optimisation of optical alignment, which makes the 
spatial-mixing efficiency m  close to 1 (section 1.1), and it should also give modes 
with the same state of polarisation, determined by the epitaxial structure.
Besides this, the double-grating laser was expected to offer a m ajor benefit in 
consisting of only one cavity, as it will be explained in the next section.
3.4.1 C om m on-m ode-noise rejection effect
If one considers the case of photo-mixing of two separate and independent lasers, 
due to the fact tha t the two sources are affected by uncorrelated noise terms, 
the quality of the generated microwave signal is affected by the combination of 
the two noises. On the other hand, the case of two modes propagating within 
the same cavity is much more favorable in terms of stability since, although the 
absolute frequencies of the two modes might drift, the fluctuations th a t arise from 
electrical, therm al or mechanical variations, are common to the two modes, hence 
they are subtracted from the difference frequency [Siegman 86]. This phenomenon, 
known as common-mode-noise rejection effect, was recently stressed by [Tani 05], 
who proposed to describe it using a mathematical expression called common-mode 
rejection ratio (CMRR). The CMRR is the ratio between the average frequency
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shift for each laser mode and the shift in the difference frequency:
C M R R (3.5)
This expression gives a measure of the stability of the generated beat signal 
with respect to each separate mode. Experimental demonstration of the common­
mode effect was reported by [Hyodo 96], using a dual-wavelength microchip laser. 
In tha t case the linewidth of each separate mode was around 100 kHz, while 
the generated GHz signal showed a linewidth of 430 Hz, giving a reduction of 
1 /230. Nonetheless, it is im portant to note tha t for the case of a monolithic device 
mechanical and therm al fluctuations are negligible compared to external cavity 
and microchip lasers, so the expected linewidth reduction is much smaller.
3.4.2 C om petition  betw een two m odes
The most crucial question faced when designing the dual-wavelength laser was 
whether the device was capable of supporting simultaneous oscillation of two laser 
modes. In fact, although the cavity can potentially support two longitudinal fre­
quencies, in practice the modes might have different gain, losses and saturation 
parameters, which can cause competition for the available population inversion in 
the cavity [Siegman 86]. For instance, oscillation of one mode can reduce the avail­
able gain and prevent the other mode from lasing. In the case of a semiconductor 
laser, the phenomenon of mode competition is a very complex problem, since it 
depends on many parameters, among which gain saturation effects, and spatial 
and spectral mode overlap. Here a simple model for mode competition analysis is 
reported, to help understanding what are the possible situations. This approach 
follows the notation used by Lamb, and later by Sargent [Sargent III 74].
— [aq — Pili — 612I 2\h (3.6)
at (3.7)
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where 7j are the mode intensities, are the gain minus loss terms for each 
mode, and $  and Oij are the self-saturation and cross-saturation coefficients, re­
spectively. The pi and 0^ coefficients depend mainly on the spatial overlap between 
the modes, on their spectral overlap, and on the gain medium (homogeneous or 
inhomogeneous). Their calculation is quite complex, however, as an example, for 
the case of a homogeneous medium and two incoherently related modes closely 
spaced near the centre of the gain, these four coefficients have approximately the 
same value. On the other hand, in the case of an inhomogeneous medium, the 
cross-saturation effect is much smaller than the self-saturation.
Steady-state solutions to this set of equations are found for by setting the — 
Pih — Oijlj factor equal to  zero:
These equations can be represented on a I\ vs. I 2 plane and, depending on the 
way they do or do not intercept, one finds different situations, as shown in Figs.
3.6-3.7-3.8 .
Note th a t the T  points in Fig. 3.6-3.7-3.8 do not correspond to physical so­
lutions (see the previous set of Eqs. 3.7). Looking at the case of no intercept 
(Fig. 3.6), the 0 \  and 0 2 solutions represent regimes of single-mode operation, 
while a further potential solution O3 appears when the two lines intercept (Fig.
3.7-3.8 ), which represents two-mode operation. In order to figure out which of 
these solutions are stable, it is convenient to introduce a coupling factor C , in the 
form:
which is used to express the O3 solution as:
h  — {OLl/Plj — {On/Pl)h  
h  — (OL2IP2) _  (@2i/p2)Ii
(3.8)
(3.9)
OL\ —  0\2Ol2 / P 2
1 -  C)
(3.12)
(3.11)
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Figure 3.6: S olution to  th e  m ode com petition  analysis: no in te rcep t.
simultaneous oscillation
° 2= a2/p.
Figure 3.7: Solution to  th e  m ode com petition  analysis: O 3 is s tab le  so lu tion , w hile 
0 1 an d  O 2 are un stab le .
S te ad y -s ta te  cond itions are  th en  found by perfo rm ing  a sm all-signal analysis, 
w hich yields th e  following results:
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0 = a 2lp.
bistable oscillation
F igure  3.8: S olution  to  th e  m ode com petition  analysis for th e  case: b o th  0 \  an d  
0-2 are  s tab le  so lu tions, w hile O 3 is unstab le .
•  Fig. 3.6 0 1 is a s tab le  so lu tion , O 2 is u n stab le
•  Fig. 3.7 In th e  C  <  1 cond ition  (w eak-coupling), b o th  0 7 an d  O 2 so lu tions 
are  u n stab le , w hile O 3 is s tab le
•  Fig. 3.8 In th e  C  >  1 condition  (strong-coupling), b o th  0 \  and  0 2 are  s tab le , 
while O 3 is u n stab le
3.5 C onclusions
T h e  design of D B R  an d  D FB  lasers was rep o rted . In A lG aA s-In P  single-m ode 
D B R s were designed 011 a ridge waveguide geom etry. U sing a  com m ercial so ft­
ware, it was found th a t  single-m ode o p era tio n  was achieved w ith  a  2.5 /im  w ide 
w aveguide. T h e  co rrespond ing  effective refrac tive  index was used  to  design th e  
B ragg g ra tin g  period , a t 1.35 fin  1 w avelength, which was found to  be 210 nm . F u r­
th e r  s im u la tions were ru n  to  e s tim a te  th e  s tre n g th  of th e  coup ling  coefficient ft, for
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different widths and etch depths of the ridge waveguide, with a 50% duty cycle. In 
order to  have a s  of around 75 cm-1 , the Bragg grating was chosen to be 1.7 }j,m 
deep, 300 fim  long, and with 0.5 jim  recess. Taking into account the reflectivity of 
the grating and of the cleaved facet, the optimum length of the active section of 
the DBR laser was estimated to be 550 fim. The band-gap of the passive section 
was also designed to be blue shifted by 60 nm, using QWI. Design of single-mode 
DFBs followed the first experimental results from the fabricated DBRs. The ridge 
waveguide param eters and the grating period were confirmed, while lengths were 
varied between 600 /im  and 1 mm. Since the lasing wavelength of the DBR lasers 
was slightly blue shifted, some DFBs were designed with a higher Bragg period 
of 211.6 nm, which was estimated to increase the lasing wavelength by 10 nm. 
Moreover, since testing of early devices gave lower k than designed, subsequent 
batches were etched deeper, to give a higher coupling coefficient.
Dual-wavelength DFBs were designed with the same ridge waveguide geometry 
as for the single-mode devices, aiming to achieve simultaneous lasing of two dif­
ferent Bragg frequencies within the same cavity. The motivation for this choice 
came from the so-called common-mode-noise rejection effect, as it was explained 
in detail. Finally, to help understanding the various regimes which can take place 
in multi-mode oscillators, a simple model on competition between two modes was 





In this research InAlGaAs-InP DFB lasers, both single- and dual-mode, were fab­
ricated. Single-mode DBRs were also fabricated on the same material, to show the 
potential for integration of these devices. In this Chapter the material employed, 
with its main characteristics, is presented and the processing required to fabricate 
lateral gratings, Fabry-Perot lasers, DBR and DFB lasers is described in detail. 
An overview on the technological issues which were highlighted during the work 
will be also given.
4.1 InAlGaAs-InP MQW  material structure
The devices reported in this thesis were fabricated on an InAlGaAs-InP multi- 
quantum-well (MQW) wafer em itting at around 1.35 fim, th a t was grown by 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The material, known as A l-quaternary alloy, is 
considered very promising due to low threshold current and high-tem perature op­
eration [Lin 99]. The cap layer is a heavily doped (p = 1019 cm -3), 200 nm thick 
Ino.53Gao.47As. The upper cladding comprises a 1600 nm InP layer (p = 1018 cm-3), 
a 20 nm undoped InP layer, a 5 nm undoped In0.72Ga0.28As0.6Po.4 layer, a 30 nm 
undoped InP layer, a 50 nm p-doped Ino.52Alo.4sAs (p = 5 • 1017 cm-3) layer, and 
a 50 nm p-doped Ino.52Alo.4Gao.osAs (p =  5 • 1017 cm-3) layer. The active region
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consists of six 6 nm  th ick  In0.73A l0.i6 5Gao.io5As q u an tu m  wells (Q W s) an d  seven 10 
nm  th ick  Ino.5 2Alo.3cGao.22As barriers. T h e  lower cladd ing  consists of a 50 nm  n- 
doped  Ino.52Alo.4 Gao.osAs (n  =  5 - 1017 cm -3 ) layer, a  50 nm  7?,-doped Ino.52Alo.4sAs 
(n  =  5 • 1017 c n f 3) layer, a 20 nm  n -d o p ed  Ino.52Alo.4 Gao.osAs (n =  1018 cm -3 ) 
layer, an d  a 50 nm  n -d o p ed  InP  (n =  1018 c n f 3) layer. T h e  whole s tru c tu re  was 
grow n on top  of an  n -doped  InP  su b s tra te . It is w orth  no ticing  th a t  th e  m ate ria l 
s tru c tu re  com prises a h igher energy band -g ap  layer, Ino.52Alo.4sAs, to m inim ise th e  
th e rm a l roll-off effects an d  enhance th e  ca rrie r confinem ent [M inch 99], which can 
also be used  as a  d ry -e tch  stop-layer [Shinoda 03]. Fig. 4.1 shows a  schem atic  of 
th e  m ateria l, while th e  deta iled  epilayer s tru c tu re  is rep o rted  in Tab. 4.1.








.10  nm In0 52AI0 36Ga0 12As
F igure 4.1: S chem atic of th e  InA lG aA s-InP  m a te r ia l used.
T w o wafers (M BE3183 and  MI3E3186) w ith iden tical com position  an d  slightly  
d ifferen t ch a rac te ris tic s  were em ployed in th is  research . T hey  w ere ch a rac te rised  
by fab rica tin g  an d  tes tin g  oxide s tr ip e  lasers (O SL). From  th e  assessm en t, th e  
th resh o ld  cu rren t a t  infin ite len g th  J th{0 0 ) was e s tim a ted  to  be 1.23 k A /c m 2 and
5599
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THICKNESS [n m ] MATERIAL DOPING [cm  5]
20 0 Ino.s3Gao.47As 1019 Zn




50 Ino.s2Alo.48As 5 1017 Be
50 In0.s2AI0.4Ga0.08As 5 1017 Be
6 X 6 Ino.73Alo.i6sGa0.iosAs
7 X 10 Ino.s2Alo.36Gao.12As
50 In0.s2AI0.4Ga0.08 As 5 1017 Si
50 Ino.s2Alo.48As 5 1C17 Si
20 In0.s2AI0.4Ga0.08As
50 In P
S -d o p ed  In P
T able 4.1: E pilayer s tru c tu re  of th e  m ate ria l used in th is  research.
0.62 k A /c m 2, for M BE3183 an d  M BE3186 respectively. A fte r these  resu lts , in itia l 
work was carried  out on th e  less perfo rm ing  m ateria l (M B E3183), th en , once th e  
technology had  proved to  be m a tu re , devices were fab rica ted  on th e  M BE3186 
w afer m ateria l.
4.2 G rating fabrication
In o rd e r to  op tim ise th e  p a ram e te rs  requ ired  to  define th e  B ragg  s tru c tu re , p re ­
lim inary  fab rica tio n  te s ts  were perform ed on sets of different g ra tin g s. Since th e  
g ra tin g  period  is in th e  range of 200 nm , electron beam  lith o g rap h y  (EB L) is 
requ ired  to  define th e  designed  p a tte rn .
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4.2.1 Electron beam  lithography
EBL is a type of lithography in which an electron gun (e-beam) is used to expose 
an electron sensitive layer, usually an organic polymer, called resist. Exposure 
of resist to the e-beam induces a reaction, which causes the resist to become 
either more or less sensitive to a developer solution. This lithographic technique, 
thanks to small beam sizes and very precise stage control, which makes use of 
an interferometric technique, offers very high resolution, down to 10 nm or less 
[Macintyre 06]. Moreover, since it is a direct writing technique, i.e. the beam 
is scanned along the sample, it is a very flexible tool, hence useful for research 
purposes. However, it has some disadvantages, which are mainly high maintenance 
costs and long writing times, compared to other patterning techniques such as 
optical lithography (photolithography) or direct imprint lithography.
The EBL machine used in this work is a EBPG5-HR100 (Electron Beam Pattern  
Generator), made by Leica Microsystems Lithography. The EBPG5, also called 
beam-writer or e-beam machine, is a commercial tool capable of writing features 
down to 20 nm. The first step in fabricating the gratings was to find the optimum 
e-beam param eters to define the pattern. EBL masks th a t comprised the recessed 
gratings were designed using a computer aided design (CAD) software called L-Edit 
[Tanner EDA ]. After performing tests using different resists recipes and e-beam 
doses, the resist mask was chosen to be a 200 nm thick polymethyl m ethacrylate 
(PMMA) bi-layer. Writing tests with different pitch aspect ratios and different 
recess depths were then carried out, searching to  optimise the process performance, 
both in terms of rendering and of writing time. In fact, it is very im portant to 
maximise the efficiency of the process, by minimising the writing time, not only 
to reduce machine costs, but also more im portantly to avoid tem perature drift 
effects. The optimum mask was finally designed to have 75:25 aspect ratio, as 
shown in Fig. 4.2.
Due to an effect known as proximity effect, the actual grating pattern, th a t
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F igure  4.2: B ragg g ra tin g  p a tte rn , as it was designed  w ith  L -Edit.
Si 50 keV
F igure 4.3: M onte C arlo  sim u la tion  of a  Si su b s tra te  irra d ia ted  by an e-beam , 
show ing b ack sca tte red  electrons, from  [M acintyre 06j.
a p p e a rs  on P M M A  a fte r sam ple  developm ent, has 50:50 aspect ratio , h as  designed 
in 3.2. T he  p rox im ity  effect is due to  b ack sca tte red  e lec trons that, are g en e ra ted  
w ith in  th e  sam ple w hen it is irrad ia ted , and  it causes beam  spreading , as shown 
in Fig. 4.3.
In th is  work th e  p rox im ity  effect proved advan tageous in reducing  th e  w riting  
tim e. In general, however, th is  effect is a  m a jo r p rob lem  w hen w riting  narrow  
featu res, since it b roadens th e  p a tte rn s . In practice , it is usually  co rrec ted  by 
using a  softw are too l th a t ,  a f te r s im u la ting  th e  effect in th e  m ateria l of in terest,
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allows adjustm ent of the e-beam dose to achieve the wanted electron distribution. 
In this work possible detrim ental effects of proximity on the required features 
were investigated by comparing results from gratings fabricated with and without 
proximity correction. Interestingly, from these tests it appeared tha t the effect was 
minor, and introduction of correction did not produce any noticeable improvement. 
For this reason the rest of the work was carried out w ithout use of proximity 
correction.
A nother critical issue related to EBL is the stitching effect, which is generated 
by the limited writing field of the EBL (typically 800 /mi by 800 fim). To write 
patterns larger than the writing field, the sample has to be mechanically moved 
and realigned to the EBL axis. Even the most accurate mechanical stage produces 
stitching errors between writing fields in the order of 40-60 nm, which introduce 
phase jum ps in the grating. This was circumvented by ensuring th a t the grating 
lengths were within block size dimension and by adjusting the pattern  design in 
such a way th a t the critical parts of the pattern  were away from block boundaries. 
Finally, the optimum pattern  was defined using two 100 nm thick 2041 PMMA 
layers, an e-dose of 310 jiC /cm 2, and no proximity correction. Fig. 4.4 shows a 
resist pattern  defined using the above parameters: the pattern  is very clean and 
well defined.
Patterning of dual-gratings was also carried out using EBL. In this case the 
pattern  was designed by defining two independent structures, one on each side of 
the waveguide, in order to be able to assign a different step resolution to each of 
them. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.5, where a typical dual-wavelength 
grating layout is shown. In this picture each colour corresponds to a different 
Bragg period, which is w ritten by using its own specific resolution. Importantly, 
although the resolution difference required for the gratings is lower than  th a t of 
the machine, in practice the significant param eter for writing dual-gratings is the 
differential resolution. Due to the fact tha t any mechanical perturbations of the 
system are seen by both, the common mode error is extremely low.
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F igure  4.4: Scanning  e lec tron  m icrograph  of PM M A  resist m ask  (to p  view ), re ­
p o rtin g  th e  ac tu a l g ra tin g  sizes.
F igure  4.5: P a tte rn  of a  dual-w avelength  Bragg g ra tin g , as it is designed using 
L -E dit.
4.2.2 R eac tive  ion e tch ing
A fter defin ing th e  PM M A  p a tte rn  by EBL, to  avoid dep le tion  of th e  m ask d u rin g  
th e  n ex t e tch ing  steps, th e  p a tte rn  was tran sfe rred  into a 2 0 0  nm  th ick  p lasm a
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Figure 4.6: SEM  p ic tu re  of th e  SiC>2 m ask  (de ta il).
en h an ced  chem ical v apour deposition  (P E C V D ) S i0 2  layer by reactive ion e tch ing  
(R IE ). P la sm a is in itia ted  in th e  cham ber by app ly ing  a s tro n g  rad io  frequency 
(R F ) EM  field, then , due to  a  large voltage difference w ith in  it, (positive) ions 
ten d  to  d rift tow ard  th e  wafer p la tte r , w here th ey  collide w ith  th e  sam ples to  
be etched . Unlike w et-etch ing , d ry -e tch ing  can provide a  very an iso trop ic  a tta c k , 
w hich allows defin ition  of vertical s tru c tu re s .
T h e  first clry-etching step  was th e  m ask tran sfe r from PM M A  in to  S i0 2, using 
C H F 3 . T h e  resu lt was assessed using a scann ing  elec tron  m icroscope (SEM ); Fig.
4.6 show s a  d e ta il of th e  e tched  S i0 2 m ask, th a t  proves good  defin ition  of th e  
g ra tin g  p a tte rn .
To assess th e  effectiveness of th e  SiCU m ask, e tch ing  te s ts  were first ca rried  out 
011 A lG aA s-G aA s sam ples, whose e tch ing  process is well es tab lish ed . G aA s e tch ­
ing was perform ed using SiCfj in a  B P80 m achine (O xford P la sm a  T echnology). 
Inspection  of th e  fab rica ted  g ra tings, using an SEM , gave very p rom ising  resu lts , 
show ing very well defined an d  narrow  s tru c tu re s  (F ig . 4.7). Fig. 4 .7 (rig h t) shows 
a d e ta il of th e  la te ra l g ra tin g , w here two d is tin c t vertical profiles can  be recog­
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nised: th is  fea tu re  was due to  different m ateria l com position  w ith in  th e  ridge, 
w hich was th en  affected in a slightly  different way in th e  vertical d irec tion  d u rin g  
th e  d ry -e tch ing  process.
F igu re  4.7: G ra tin g  fab rica tio n  tes ts  on an A lG aA s-G aA s sam ple: (left) firs t-o rd er 
la te ra l g ra tin g  on a ridge-w aveguide s tru c tu re ; (righ t) zoom  on th e  g ra tin g  p itch .
S ubsequently , te s t s tru c tu re s  were fab ricated  on InA lG aA s-InP  te s t sam ples. 
U sing Si0 2  as an e tch ing  m ask, th e  InP  c lad d in g  was e tched  using  C H .4  an d  H2 
gases, in an  E T  340 (E lec tro tech  P lasm afab ). SEM  inspection  of th e  e tched  Al- 
q u a te rn a ry  sam ples showed a well defined, vertica l profile, as it can seen in Fig. 4.8, 
a lth o u g h  th e  profile roughness is m uch h igher th a n  on the  A lG aA s-G aA s m a te r ia l 
system . T h is confirm s th a t  e tch ing  of q u a te rn a ry  alloys has not yet reached  th e  
sam e m a tu rity  as th a t  of G aA s processing. O n th e  o th e r h an d , it is w orth  n o tin g  
th a t  in shallow  etched  g ra tin g s  th e  m ode only in te ra c ts  w ith  th e  very b o tto m  a rea  
of th e  g ra tin g , therefo re th e  roughness on th e  to p  of th e  w aveguide does not affect 
th e  device perform ance.
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Figure 4.8: G ra tin g  fab rica tio n  te s t on an  In A lG aA s-In P  sam ple.
4.3 Fabrication o f D B R  and D F B  lasers
DBR an d  D FB  lasers were fab rica ted  on th e  InA lG aA s-InP  m u lti-q u an tu m -w ell 
(M Q W ) m ate ria l em ittin g  a t 1.35 /m i. T able (4.2) lists th e  m ain  techno log ical 
s tep s  u n d ertak en  in th e  fab rication  process.
F ab rica tio n  of D B R  lasers differs from D FB s in that, it is p receded  by a  process 
know n as quantum well interm ixing  (Q W I), aim ed at sh ifting  the b an d g ap  of th e  
g ra tin g  section. T h is process is rep o rted  in deta il below, in section (4.3.1). O nce 
in te rm ix ing  has been com pleted , fab rication  of D B R s and  D F B s can ca rry  on 
sim ultaneously .
F irs t, gold m arkers are defined on to p  of the  sam ple, as reference m ark s  for th e  
n ex t EBL steps, using lithog raphy  (e ither op tical or e lec tron ic), gold ev ap o ra tio n  
an d  m eta l lift-off. N ext, th e  requ ired  laser p a tte rn  is defined, using EB L  on PM M A  
resist. T he  p a tte rn  is tran sfe rred  in to  a  200 nm  th ick  P E C V D  S i0 2  layer, a n d  th e n  
th e  ridge-w aveguides are  e tched  into th e  InP  u p p er c ladding  layer. Subsequently , 
a 2 0 0  nm  th ick  in su la ting  layer (Si0 2 ) is deposited , an d  co n tac t w indow s are  
defined on top  of th e  ridge s tru c tu re , an d  e tched  using d ry -etch ing . T h e  c o n tac t
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T able 4/2: (left) D B R  sam ple p re lim in ary  processing, in o rder to  sh ift th e  b an d g a p  
of th e  g ra tin g  section; (righ t) D B R  and  D FB  laser fab rication  steps.
p a t te rn  is defined on th e  p —side by EBL, an d  a T i-P d -A u  m eta l layer is dep o sited , 
using  elec tron -gun  evap o ra tio n  (P lassys). T h e  sam ple  is th in n ed  to  a  th ickness 
of ap p ro x im a te ly  250 g m , using a m ix tu re  of w a te r and  AI2 O 3 pow der. F inally , 
an  r?-type co n tac t layer is d eposited  on th e  su b s tra te  side, an d  th e  sam ple  is th en  
an n ealed  a t  360 °C  for 60 seconds. T he  devices a re  cleaved, only a t  one end , to  
p rovide op tica l o u tp u t an d  reduce facet reflection  effects, an d  m o u n ted  on to p  of 
b rass  m ounts, using an  epoxy adhesive film.
R idge-w aveguide lasers were also fab rica ted  011 th e  In A lG aA s-In P  m u lti-q u a n tu m - 
well (M Q W ) m ate ria l em ittin g  a t  1.35 pm . Since th e  requ ired  processing  s tep s  are  
iden tica l to  w hat described  above for D FB  lasers, it was possible to  fab rica te  th em  
sim ultaneously , alongside D B R s and  D FB s, on th e  sam e sam ple. A schem atic  of 
th e  necessary  technological s teps is illu s tra te d  in Fig. 4 .9 (to p ), w hile th e  final
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re su lt for a  RW GL is show n in th e  SEM  p ic tu re  in Fig. 4 .9 (b o tto m ).
A l-q u a te rn a ry  2n d lith o g rap h y
1 s t iith o g rap h y  W indow o p e n in g
Ridge w av eg u id e  C o n ta c ts  d ep o s itio n
F igure  4.9: (top) S chem atic of th e  RW GL fab rica tio n  process; (b o tto m ) T ran sv e r­
sal section of a  ridge-w aveguide laser fa b rica ted  on th e  In A lG aA s-In P  m ateria l.
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4.3.1 Interm ixing
In order to passivate the Bragg section of the DBRs, i.e. to reduce losses in 
the grating section, a quantum well intermixing (QWI) process [Marsh 99] was 
used in this work. The process is aimed at shifting the core band-gap of the 
grating, precisely to blue-shift it, to prevent direct band-gap absorption. In the 
literature several techniques can be found, as in [Skogen 05], [Teng 00], or using 
ion im plantation [Rennon 01]. However, the technique available at Glasgow, and 
th a t was employed in this work, is based on sputtered Si0 2 , which relies on the 
generation of point defects during the sputtered silica deposition. By subsequently 
annealing the m aterial at high tem perature (700-900 °C), point defects diffuse into 
the QWs and promote interdiffusion between wells and barriers (Fig. 4.10). As a 
result, the band-gap of the material shifts to higher energy. The main advantage 
of this technique is tha t it is a fully post-growth process, hence it does not require 
re-growth, tha t is generally a complex process.
Before processing the actual DBR samples, tests were carried out in order to 
inspect the effect of intermixing on the InAlGaAs-InP material. Test samples were 
assessed by measuring their photo-luminescence (PL) emission at low tem perature 
(77 °K), before and after annealing at different temperatures. A typical plot of 
PL tests is shown in Fig. 4.11. The actual DBR samples were finally annealed at 
750 °C, for 30 seconds, in order to  shift the emission peak by 60 nm.
4.3.2 O ptim isation o f InP etching
Etching of InP is a critical technological step in grating definition. Although a 
swift inspection of etched gratings on InP material sample shows vertical profile, 
with precise definition of the grating pitch, as in Fig. 4.8, from a closer SEM 
assessment it appears tha t the recesses are not so well defined. From Fig. 4.12, 
for instance, it appears th a t the grating is not completely etched at the bottom  of 
the ridge waveguide.
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F igure  4.11: In term ix ing  tes ts : P ho to lum inescence m easu rem en ts  on m ate ria l 
3183, com paring  PL em ission from an as grown (AG) sam ple, a sp u tte re d  sam ple  
ann ealed  a t 750 °C for 60s (w ith 15s ra ising  tim e), an d  one annealed  a t 800 °C for 
th e  sam e settings.
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GEB3C 10.0kV 12.6mm x70.0k SE(U) 11/25/04 14:47 ' -  '500nm “ -
F igure  4.12: G ra tin g  fab rica tio n  te s ts  on an  InA lG aA s-InP  sam ple, show ing a  no t 
fully opened  recess.
T h e  issue resu lts  even m ore clear when looking a t  a  section cleaved a t an  oblique 
angle (Fig. 4.13).
T h is  is a  d e trim en ta l featu re  which affects th e  coupling  coefficient s tren g th , re­
ducing  th e  reflectiv ity  of th e  fab rica ted  s tru c tu re s . T hese e tch  re su lts  are p ro b ab ly  
due to  th e  fo rm ation  of a  po lym er du ring  C H 4 / H 2 run , which ac ts  as a  m ask  for 
th e  ongoing etch ing  process. It has been rep o rted  [Shinoda 03] th a t  th e  ad d itio n  of 
a. sm all am o u n t of O 2 to  th e  gas m ix tu re  p a r tia lly  rem oves th e  polym er. M oreover, 
since in C H 4 /H 2 / O 2 gases InA lA s has a lower e tch  ra te  th an  In P  (ra tio  10:1), th e  
InA lA s layer can be used as an  e tch -s to p  layer to  ensure careful contro l 011 th e  
desired  etch  d ep th . F u rth e r e tch  te s ts  were designed, in o rder to  op tim ise  th e  p ro ­
cess, using  s tru c tu re s  com prising  sh ifted  g ra tin g s. T h is  geom etry  allows inspection  
of th e  tran sv e rsa l section  at d ifferent positions w ith  respec t to  th e  g ra tin g  period . 
P re lim in a ry  te s ts  were perfo rm ed , add ing  O 2 to  th e  C H 4 /H 2 m ix tu re , and  vary ing  
th e  R F  power. As an exam ple, Fig. 4.14 shows re su lts  from  etch in g  a t h igher 
pow er (100 W ), causing S i0 2  m ask  depletion . U p to  now, these  ex p e rim en ts  did 
not lead to  su b s tan tia l im provem ents, and fu rth e r ex tensive work will be needed.
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GEB3C 10.0kV 12.7mm x30.0k SE(U) 11/25/04 15:09 1 OOum
F igure  4.13: G ra tin g  fab rication  te s ts  on InP : to p  view of la te ra l g ra tin g s  show ing 
u n d er-e tch in g  a t th e  b o tto m  of th e  ridge waveguide.
As a result of th e  non-com ple te  etch ing , th e  coupling s tre n g th  of th e  g ra tin g  is 
reduced . T h is  red u ctio n  can be com pensa ted  a t  th e  design stage  an d  it will be 
d iscussed in m ore detail in th e  ex p erim en ta l section  of th e  thesis  (5.2).
4.4 Conclusions
T h e  A l-q u a te rn a ry  M Q W  m ateria l em ployed to  fab rica te  D B R s an d  D F B s in th is  
research  was described. T he technological s teps req u ired  to  define th e  devices were 
described , s tressing  in p a rtic u la r  those p a ram ete rs  an d  effects w hich are relevant 
to  th e  fab rica tion  of good quality  la te ra l g ra tings. T h e  key processes were electron  
b eam  lithography, reactive  ion e tch ing  an d  q u an tu m  well in term ix ing . R esu lts  from 
accu ra te  assessm ent of In P  g ra tin g s  th a t  were fab rica ted  by R IE  were described  
m ore in detail. T hey  showed som e featu res w hich are  d e trim en ta l to  th e  device 
perform ances; possib le so lu tions which will requ ire  fu tu re  w ork were suggested .
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F igure  4.14: F u rth e r InP  fabrication  tests: la te ra l g ra tin g s e tch ed  a t  h igher power 




Lasers em itting one longitudinal mode were fabricated in the first stage of the 
project, to  check both the feasibility of the fabrication process and as a reference, 
for future comparison with dual-mode lasers. Standard RWG lasers were also 
fabricated alongside DBRs and DFBs, for further comparison. In this Chapter 
results from the characterisation of these devices will be shown.
5.1 D B R  lasers
In order to assess the properties of the lateral grating, DBR lasers were fabricated 
varying several design param eters of the Bragg structure, so-called bracketing. Fig.
5.1 shows the design param eters under investigation. Assessed lengths (L ^ b r ) of 
the Bragg section were (100, 200, 300, 400) fini, periods (A) were (200, 205, 210, 
215) nm, recesses (w) (+500, -300, -500, -700) nm (here ”+ ” and indicate an 
increase and decrease in the waveguide width, respectively), while the gain section 
length L a was designed to be 550 fim  (section 3.3).
A few batches of samples comprising single-mode DBR lasers were fabricated, 
all of them having an etch depth of 1.68 fim.
Device testing was conducted under CW conditions, on a copper heat sink, over 
a tem perature range between 12.5 °C and 25 °C, by coupling light into a lensed
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F igure  5.1: S chem atic of the  la tera l g ra tin g  D BR laser, show ing th e  design p a ram ­
e te rs  L d b r  (g ra tin g  leng th ), L A (gain section leng th ), A (g ra tin g  p erio d ), an d  w  
(g ra tin g  recess).
sing le-m ode fibre w ith  an  angled  facet a t th e  o th e r end, to  ensu re  opt ical iso lation.
5.1.1 Lasing charac te ris tic s
T h e  L ig h t-C u rren t (L-I) ch a rac te ris tic , th a t  is th e  laser o u tp u t pow er as a func­
tion  of th e  in jected  cu rren t, was assessed by d riv ing  th e  devices a t  a  co n stan t 
te m p e ra tu re , using  a  cu rren t source w ith in teg ra ted  te m p e ra tu re  co n tro ller (New­
p o rt M odel8000). T h e  light was coupled in to  th e  lensed fibre, w hich was connected  
a t its o th e r end to  a  p h o to d e tec to r (A nritsu  M A9611A). T he  m easu red  d a ta  were 
collected th ro u g h  an au to m a te d  Labview  program .
A m ong th e  b racketed  devices, those  w ith 210 nm  period  an d  (-500, -700) nm  re­
cess (from  here on th e  sign will be o m itted ), showed a  clear th resh o ld , proving
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laser action. This information was also used to retrieve the effective refractive 
index n ef f  from Eq. 2.1, which was found to be 3.2, close to what predicted in 
section 3.2.
Typical threshold current values 1^ were found to be around 70 mA, as shown in 
the plot in Fig. 5.21eft. The \th value is slightly higher than expected, probably 
due to the fact tha t the recesses was not fully opened at the bottom  of the waveg­
uide (section 4.3.2).
Optical spectra were also taken, using an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) with 
0.07 nm resolution (Agilent 86HOB), showing stable single-mode operation at
1344.4 nm (Fig. 5.2right).
5.1.2 Tuning
The tuning behaviour of the fabricated DBR lasers was assessed both by varying 
the tem perature of operation and by carrier injection into the grating section. 
The tem perature tuning coefficient was measured to be 0.09 nm /°C, for all the 
single-mode devices. This value is in very good agreement with previously reported 
results [Buus 05].
On the other hand, current tuning was not as effective as expected. On a first set 
of devices, current tuning showed shifts of 0.2 nm for injected currents around 20 
mA, and above th a t value of current the mode power decreased very rapidly. Such 
small tuning range could be explained by measuring the spontaneous emission 
spectrum from the DBR section: the results showed tha t the emission peak of 
the intermixed section was at 1240 nm, which is 30 nm more than designed. Due 
to the fact tha t the operating wavelength was far from the DBR bandgap, the 
change in refractive index caused by injected carriers was very small. Further 
tests on devices fabricated on a different sample, which had been blue shifted by 
about 40 nm, lead to at most 1 nm variation, when injecting current up to  40 
mA. In this case, the effectiveness of the QWI process was assessed by measuring
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Figure 5.2: DBR laser having A= 210 nm, L b b r = 400 /mi, waveguide width (W)  
= 2.5 /mi, 1.68 /mi etch depth, and active section L a = 520 /mi: (left) L-I curve; 
(right) optical spectrum (resolution bandwidth =  0.07 nm).
absorption losses, using intermixed ridge-waveguides th a t had been fabricated for 
this purpose, on the same sample alongside the DBR devices. The passive RWGs 
were characterised using the Fabry-Perot technique, giving losses of around 5 cm-1 ,
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at the material emission wavelength of 1340 nm. These residual losses are likely 
to  be due to free carrier absorption in the doped claddings. The variable results 
obtained on current tuning confirm tha t the effectiveness of the current-injection 
tuning critically depends on the band-gap shift between the DBR and the active 
section.
5.1.3 M easurem ent o f the coupling coefficient
Various attem pts were made in order to  measure the coupling coefficient n for the 
fabricated lateral gratings. Initially, transmission through passive grating struc­
tures was assessed, using a commercial tunable laser source (HP 8167B). However, 
k proved to be too low to retrieve any useful data, and the only detected effect 
was given by the Fabry-Perot cavity, defined by the sample cleaved facets. For 
this reason angled waveguide structures were defined, but in this case coupling 
of light from the tunable laser was practically impossible. Finally, the coupling 
coefficient for the fabricated lateral gratings was estim ated by measuring the trans­
mission from the back DBR grating using the spontaneous emission (SE) of the 
active section as a light source. From these measurements the coupling coefficient 
was estimated to be 8 cm-1 , which is lower than expected. Again, this result is 
explained by the fact tha t gratings were not well etched at the bottom  of the ridge.
5.1.4 Comparison w ith  ridge-waveguide lasers
Fig. 5.3 shows a comparison between L-I curves for a RWGL (L =  420 /mi, ridge 
width W  = 2.5 /im) and a DBR laser (A =  210 nm, L dbr  = 400 /mi, L a = 520 
/mi, W  =  2.5/mi). The first one shows a 1^ of 32 mA, while the DBR laser has 
a 68 mA threshold. The higher Ith of the DBR is explained by the low coupling 
coefficient, which gives a much longer cavity than  the FP laser. A comparison 
between spectra of the same devices is given in Fig. 5.4, showing th a t the grating 
effectively acts as a narrowband filter overlapping the FP laser frequency comb.
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RWGL
Current [mA]
F igure  5.3: L-I curves for a R W G L (L = 420 //m , W = 2 .5  ^ m ) an d  a DBR (A = 210  
nm , L d b r —400 /xm, L A= 520 /im , W = 2 .5  /m i).
T h e  te m p e ra tu re  tu n in g  coefficient of th e  RW G lasers was also m easu red , y ield­
ing a change of w avelength of 0.42 n m /°C , which is a b o u t 5 tim es h igher th a n  th e  
DBR coefficient. T h e  co rrespond ing  d a ta  a re  p lo tte d  in F ig. 5.5. T h is  is a  fu r th e r 
significant ind ication  of th e  effectiveness of th e  B ragg g ra tin g  |B u u s  05).
5.2 D F B  lasers
Single-m ocle D FB  lasers were also fab rica ted  choosing d ifferent design  p aram ete rs . 
G ra tin g  periods were defined to  be 210 nm  an d  211.6 nm , recesses w ere 500 n m  an d  
700 nm , an d  leng ths were chosen to  range from  600 /m i up  to  1 m m . L eng ths were 
chosen as a com prom ise betw een high enough k L  p roduc t an d  e -b eam  p a tte rn in g  
co n stra in ts . Devices were fab rica ted  on th e  InA lG aA s-InP  m a te ria l, an d  again  
they  were cleaved only a t one end  to  avoid F ab ry -P e ro t effects. A lth o u g h  DFB
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F igure 5.4: O p tical sp ec tra  of a  RW GL ( L = 4*20 fin 1, W = 2.5 /zm) an d  a  D B R  (A 
= ‘210 nm , g m , L a = 520 g m , FF=2.5  /zm). R esolu tion  b a n d w id th  =
0.07 nm .
etch  d e p th s  were in itia lly  defined to  be th e  sam e as for DBR lasers, ab o u t 1.7 /an , 
th e  m a jo rity  of th e  D FB  lasers were realised w ith  deeper e tch  d ep th s , betw een  1.8 
fim an d  2 /zm, in o rder to  increase th e  g ra tin g  effectiveness. T h is  ad d itio n a l e tch ing  
d e p th  provided  a p a r tia l com p en sa tio n  to  th e  decrease in th e  coup ling  coefficient 
caused  by im perfect e tch ing  inside th e  g ra tings. T esting  of th ese  devices was 
conduc ted  C W  on a copper h ea t sink, using th e  sam e se tu p  as for D B R  lasers.
5.2.1 Lasing charac te ris tic s
L asers show ed s tab le  single-m ode o p era tio n  betw een 12.5 °C  and  25 °C, up  to  
th ree  tim es th e  th resh o ld  cu rren t 1^. Fig. 5.6 shows a p lo t of th e  o u tp u t pow er as 
a func tion  of in jected  cu rren t for a  ‘210 nm  period , 1 m m  long D FB  laser, w hich 
shows a  th resh o ld  cu rren t of 55 m A, a t 15 °C. Fig. 5.7 show s an  o p tica l sp ec tru m
r w g l -
DBR
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Figure 5.5: W avelength  vs. te m p e ra tu re  dependence curves for a RW GL an d  a 
DBR (sam e devices as in Fig. 5.3).
tak en  a t 12.5 °C and  2.51^ for th e  sam e device, which d em o n s tra te s  a  high SM SR  
of m ore th a n  40 dB. T h is is a  s ta te -o f-th e  a r t re su lt for surface g ra tin g  D F B  lasers 
[W ang 05a]. A resu lt from  D FB  lasers, fab rica ted  on th e  sam e sam ple, hav ing  1.6 
nm  period  spacing  is p lo tted  in Fig. 5.8. It shows th a t  p e rio d s  of 210 nm  and
211.6 nm  give lasing w avelengths spaced by 10 nm , w hich perfec tly  agrees w ith  th e  
orig inal design (3.3). A n o th er resu lt cam e from th e  fab rica tio n  of several b atches 
of D FB  lasers: it was estab lished  th a t  th e  to lerance on th e  ab so lu te  g ra tin g  period  
is a ro u n d  1 nm .
F ine tu n in g  by vary ing  th e  o p era tio n  te m p e ra tu re  an d  th e  d riv in g  cu rren t were 
also assessed, giving values th a t  a re  very sim ilar to  th e  ex p ec ted  0.09 n m /° C  th a t  
was m easured  for D B R  lasers.
R ecalling th a t  th e  s to p -b an d  w id th  is re la ted  to  th e  k L p ro d u c t (section 2.3), th e  
value of kappa can be e s tim a ted  from th e  s to p -b an d  w id th  o f those  D FB  lasers
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F igure  5.6: L-I ch a rac te ris tic  of a typ ical single-m ode D FB  laser, w ith  perio d  
A 210 nm , L =  1 m m , an d  recess(?n)=500 nm , etch d ep th  h,= 2 pm .
w hich were designed to  be single-m ode, bu t w hich lase on b o th  sides of th e  s to p ­
band , due to  th e  fact th e  m ode degeneracy had  no t been rem oved by th e  p hase  
cond ition  a t  th e  facet. T h an k s  to  th e  fact th a t  som e lasers show ing th is  b eh av io u r 
were found on th e  fa b rica ted  sam ples, th e ir sp e c tra  were used to  e s tim a te  « of th e  
co rrespond ing  sam ple (assum ing an  uniform  yield of th e  d ry -e tch in g  process). By 
using  th e  ap p ro x im atio n  A  PL  ~  2 k.L, since th e  s to p -b an d s  were found to  be 0.43 
nm  an d  0.76 nm  for a 1.89 p in  deep an d  for a  2 p m  deep sam ple  respectively , th e ir  
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Figure 5.7: Optical spectrum of a typical single-mode DFB laser, with period A 
=210 nm, L = 1 mm, and recess (ic)=500 nm, etch depth h= 2 fim. Resolution 
bandwidth =  0.07 nm.
5.3 Conclusions
Results from testing of single-mode devices were reported. DBR lasers having 210 
nm period and 1.68 fim etch depth, with 520 fim long active section and 400 fim 
long grating section, showed effective single-mode operation, w ith 1^ around 70 
mA. The coupling coefficient of these devices was estim ated to  be 8 cm-1 , lower 
than predicted due to shallow etching of the gratings. A comparison of the DBRs 
versus RWG lasers fabricated on the same sample dem onstrated the effectiveness 
of the periodic structure in reducing the laser spectrum from multi-mode (Fabry- 
Perot) to single-mode (DBRs). Moreover, tem perature tuning assessment gave a 
reduced dependence of the DBRs (0.09 nm /°C) with respect to  the RWGLs (0.42 
nm /°C), confirming the effectiveness of the Bragg grating. Single-mode DFB lasers 
were also fabricated and tested. They had different periods (210 and 211.6 nm), 
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F igure 5.8: O p tical sp e c tra  of D FB  lasers: (red) a 210 nm  period  laser a t  182 m A, 
(black) a 211.6 nm  period  laser a t  192 m A . R esolution  b an d w id th  =  0.07 nm .
coefficient was e s tim a ted  to  be 25 cm  1 an d  42 cm - 1 , for 1.89 /m i an d  2 /m i deep 
D F B s respectively. Due to  th e  h igher ft, best perform ing  devices w ere th e  2 /m i 
deep D FB  lasers: low th resh o ld  cu rren ts  of 55 mA and  SM SR  h ig h er th a n  40 dB  
were recorded  w ith  1 m m  long devices. It was ex perim en tally  confirm ed  th a t  a
1.6 nm  v aria tio n  of th e  g ra tin g  period  induces a  10 nm  varia tio n  over th e  lasing 
w avelength. From  te s tin g  of D FB  lasers belonging to  different ba tch es, it was 
also observed th a t  th e  EB L  rep ro d u cib ility  of th e  g ra tin g  period , from  one ru n  to  




After dem onstrating the feasibility of DBR and DFB lasers with the lateral grating 
structure, dual-wave length DFBs were fabricated. Alongside the new dual-mode 
sources, three section DFB lasers were defined, to allow comparison with them. 
In this Chapter, results on the optical assessment of the novel dual-wavelength 
structure, such as L-I curves and optical spectra, are reported. In order to  gain 
a deeper understanding on the device performance, other device characteristics 
were also carefully investigated, namely transversal mode distribution, four wave 
mixing, and injection locking behaviour. Finally, preliminary results from the as­
sessment of the three-section lasers are reported.
6.1 Lasing characteristics
In order to gain as much information as possible, the double-grating DFB lasers 
were fabricated varying several geometrical param eters of the structure. The dif­
ference in period between the two gratings was varied from 0.1 nm to 1.6 nm, 
different etching depths were defined between 1.8 /mi and 2 /mi, and the cavity 
length was chosen in the range from 750 /mi to 1.5 mm, to compensate for the low 
coupling factor k .
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F igure 6.1: S chem atic of th e  dual-w avelengt h laser, show ing th e  design p a ram e te rs .
T esting  was conduc ted  u n d er C W  conditions, w ith  th e  laser chips m oun ted  on 
a copper h e a t sink.
L ig h t-C u rren t ch a rac te ris tic s  were acqu ired  using th e  sam e se t-u p  em ployed to  
te s t th e  single-m ode lasers (see section 5.1.1). A lth o u g h  a few b a tch es  of devices 
were fab rica ted , w ith  d ifferent etch  d ep th s  an d  g ra tin g  periods, th e  d o u b le -g ra tin g  
D F B s which showed good d ual-m ode o p era tio n  w ere all p a r t of th e  sam e b a tch . 
T hese  devices were designed w ith a 2.5 p in  w ide w aveguide and  a  0.5 pm  recess, 
an d  th e  ridge was etched  to  1.89 pm . T he yield of th e  process was a b o u t 8 w orking 
devices (som e of w hich were d am aged  d u rin g  te s tin g ) o u t of 24 dual-w aveleng th  
lasers fab rica ted  on th e  sam e sam ple. T h e  re su lts  p resen ted  in th is  c h a p te r  were 
t horough ly  collected betw een 4 of these devices, an d  th ey  are  very consisten t am ong 
th e  te s ted  lasers.
T yp ica l values of th e  th resh o ld  cu rren t 1^ are  betw een  40 m A a n d  50 m A for 1.2 
m m  and  1.5 m m  long devices a t 15 °C. Fig. 6.2 show s a  typ ical L-I curve up to  
21//,.
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Figure 6.2: Light-Current (L-I) characteristic for a 1.2 mm long dual-wavelength 
DFB laser.
6.1.1 Optical spectra
Optical spectra were inspected using the Agilent OSA (0.07 nm resolution). As 
soon as the current crosses the threshold value, two lasing modes appear around 
1347 nm, separated by 0.15 nm. The intensity of the mode a t shorter wavelength is 
slightly higher up to  current values of 100 mA, after which the two modes oscillate 
with the same intensity. Stable dual-wavelength lasing operation, with side mode 
suppression ratio around 28 dB, was observed in the range 100-150 mA of injected 
current. Fig. 6.3 shows a typical spectrum at twice 1^.
The emission wavelengths of the two modes were measured with higher accu­
racy by using the optical heterodyne method [Baney 98]. For devices with grating 
period difference A2 — A 1 = 0.07 nm, X1 and X2 were found to be 1346.32 nm 
and 1346.47 nm, yielding a measured wavelength spacing of 0.15 nm. This value 
is in good agreement with the expected 0.16 nm spacing given by the formula
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Figure 6.3: Optical spectrum from a dual-wavelength DFB (Ai =  1346.32, A2= 
1346.47), a t 21^. Resolution bandwidth =  0.07 nm.
[Mohrle 01]:
Ai — A2 —| AA — A s  | (6-1)
where the detuning A A =  2ne//(A 2 — Ai) is 0.45 nm and the stop-band width A 5 
is measured from the spectrum and it is 0.29 nm. A depiction of this situation is 
shown in Fig. 6.4.
From the measured A 5 value the coupling coefficient k was estim ated to  be 16 
cm-1 . It is interesting to note th a t ac <  25 cm -1 , where 25 cm-1 is the coupling 
coefficient of the single-mode DFBs th a t were fabricated alongside this dual-mode 
device, on the same sample (section 5.2.1). This result is explained by the fact 
th a t in the double period DFB each periodicity is defined only on one side of the 
RWG. Nonetheless k > 25/2 cm -1 , since each Ai mode receives some feedback 
from the other grating, due to the small detuning between Ai and Aj.
Although the em itted light was expected to be transverse-electric (TE) polarised,
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F igure 6.4: S chem atic of th e  m odes of th e  dual-w avelength  laser.
for com pleteness, due to  th e  novelty  of th e  device, th e  s ta te  of p o la risa tio n  was 
assessed using  a  G ian ’s cube. T h e  T E  signal was 99.5 g W , w hile th e  T M  was only 
4.35 / /W , which confirm ed th e  in itia l assum ption . T h is resu lt is im p o rtan t in th a t  
it m axim ises th e  efficiency of m icrowave generation  w hen h e te ro d y n in g  th e  two 
signals.
6.1.2 T ransversa l m ode  d is tr ib u tio n
A very in te re stin g  fea tu re  observed on these  new  dual-w aveleng th  lasers is th a t  
th e  tw o lo ng itud ina l m odes do no t fully sp a tia lly  overlap along  th e  tran sv e rsa l 
d irec tion . In fact, by d isp lacing  an op tical fibre along th e  tran sv e rsa l .r-axis, as 
show n in Fig. 6.5, it was observed th a t  th e  op tica l sp ec tru m  varied  as a  function  
of th e  fibre position , as show n in Fig. 6.6.
N ote th a t  th e  zero position  Ar0 along the  iz-axis was set by m axim ising  th e  
pow er of th e  background level, an d  th is  condition  corresponded  indeed to  th a t  of 
th e  tw o m odes having  th e  sam e in tensities. From th e  g eom etry  of th e  device, it 
was also  possible to  estab lish  on w hich side of th e  ridge each m ode was located .
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F igure  6.5: S chem atic of th e  dual-w avelengt h laser, show ing th e  .r-axis o rien ta tio n .
T h e  resu lt, which is illu s tra te d  in Fig. 6.7, was th a t  the  i m ode is confined in th e  
region u n d e rn ea th  th e  j  g ra tin g . T h is  can be explained  by recalling th a t  th e  D FB  
s tru c tu re  is a d is tr ib u te d  feedback reflector, hence, since in th e  A, region th e  i 
m ode is strong ly  reflected  in th e  backw ard  d irec tion , on th a t  side of th e  w aveguide 
a w eaker i m ode is d e tec ted , and  vice versa.
In  o rd e r to  have a b e tte r  g rasp  of th is  effect, a m ore ac cu ra te  set of d a ta  was 
collected by m oving th e  m icropositioner by steps, an d  collecting th e  em itte d  power 
per each m ode. Fig. 6 .8 (top ) shows th e  p lo tted  d a ta , as th ey  were acq u ired  in a 
dB  scale, w hile a  m ore in te re stin g  p ic tu re  ap p ears  when th e  d a ta  a re  converted  
in to  a linear scale, as it can be seen in Fig. 6 .8 (b o tto m ). T h e  linear scale clearly 
shows th e  G aussian  d is tr ib u tio n  of th e  m odes.
6.1.3 Four-wave m ixing
By inspecting  th e  sp ec tra  of som e dual-w avelength  lasers on a  large w avelength  
sp an , it was observed th a t  w hen th e  d riv ing  cu rren t w as increased  (above 130 
m A , for dev2), tw o new sets of m odes ap p eared  a t 1341 nm  and  1351 nm . T hese 
se ts  were located  a t a b o u t 5 nm  from th e  two m ain  lasing m odes (Fig. 6.9).
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F igure  6.6: T ypical op tical sp e c tra  of dual-m ode lasers, tak en  a t  different x  posi­
tions: ©o co rresponds to  th e  cen tre  of th e  RW G, while a re  a t th e  sides of th e  
RW G . R esolu tion  b an d w id th  =  0.07 nm .
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F igure  6.7: Schem atic  of th e  dual-w avelength  laser, show ing th e  location  of th e  Ai 
m ode and  of th e  A,; period.
In te restin g ly  these  inodes d id  no t show th e  sp a tia l off-set p reviously  rep o rted . 
W hen  m oving th e  fibre along th e  .r-axis, th e  tw o m ain  m odes a t 1346 nm  show ed 
p a r tia l overlap, while th e  re la tive  in tensities  of th e  m odes a t  1341 nm  an d  1351 
nm  did not vary (Fig. 6.9). T h is  resu lt suggests th a t  th e  new sets of m odes are 
o rig in a ted  by a single tran sv e rsa l m ode, an d  th a t  th ey  are n o t affected  by th e  
asy m m etrica l period ic ity  of th e  s tru c tu re . Also, th e ir sym m etrical p o sitio n  w ith  
respect to  th e  m ain  lasing m odes suggests som e ty p e  of four-w ave m ixing (F W M , or 
4W M ) effect, w hich was recen tly  re p o rted  in o th e r single-cavity  tw o-m ode lasers 
[Hoffm ann 04b] an d  in [W ilk 07]. A d eep er u n d e rs ta n d in g  of th is  phenom enon  
w ould requ ire  ad d itio n a l device ch a rac te risa tio n  th a t  would go beyond th e  scope 
of th is  work.
6.2 P h oto -m ix in g  exp erim en ts
In o rd e r to  assess th e  cap ab ilities  of th e  dual-w aveleng th  D FB  laser for m m -w ave 
genera tion , pho to -m ix ing  of th e  tw o m odes was perform ed. T h e  ex p e rim en t was 
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F igure  6.8: P lo t of th e  peak  pow er of each m ode, a t  d ifferen t p o sitio n s o f th e  
lensed fibre: (to p ) in th e  acqu ired  dB  d a ta , (b o tto m ) converting  into lin ear scale 
(dev 12).
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Figure 6.9: Spectra of a dual-mode laser taken at different x  positions, using a 
broad span on the OSA, showing two sets of lateral modes. Resolution bandw idth 
=  0.07 nm.
Focus IR Photodetector, Model 1014, 45 GHz, (950-1650) nm), previous optical 
amplification (of around 10 dB) by a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). The 
electrical signal generated on the detector was then acquired using an RF spectrum 
analyser (40 GHz Agilent). Fig. 6.10 shows a schematic of the set-up used for this 
measurement.
The result was a beat mode signal at 22.5 GHz, as shown in Fig. 6.11, which 
confirmed indeed the 0.15 nm optical spacing reported above, when using the 
formula f r e q  = c^ - .
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F igure  6.10: S chem atic of th e  se t-u p  used for th e  pho to -m ix ing  experim en ts .
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F igure  6.11: M easured  R F sp ec tru m  of th e  b ea tin g  betw een  th e  two m odes. S pan  
=  3 G H z, reso lu tion  b an d w id th  =  1 M Hz.
T ypical R F pow er levels were in th e  range of -50 dB m , m uch lower th a n  w h a t 
was expected . Hence, th e  conversion efficiency was e s tim a ted  by using th e  fo rm ula  
for th e  electrical pow er g en e ra ted  by pho tom ix ing  [D onati 99]:
Pd  =  R(crPopt(6.2)
w here R  is th e  load an d  a  is th e  d e tec to r responsivity . Since in th e  p resen t 
ex p erim en ts  R  50 Q an d  th e  op tica l pow er was a ro u n d  Popt =  0 dB m , th e  re ­
sponsiv ity  a  was e s tim a ted  to  be 0.02 A /W . It follows th a t  th e  responsiv ity  of th e  
p h o to d io d e  is a  m a jo r lim ita tio n  to  th e  m axim um  achievable R F  power, as it is
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evident from Fig. 6.12.
c  = 1 A/W
a = 0.4 A/W
a = 0.1 A/W
a = 0.02 A/W
-60-
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Figure 6.12: Electrical power generated by photomixing as a function of the de­
tected optical power, for a 50 Q load, for different photodetector responsivities.
In order to estimate the stability jitte r of the generated microwave signal, 
measurements were performed setting different integration times, as it was reported 
in [McIntosh 95]. Comparison of the beat signal linewidth measured from RF 
spectra taken on different time-scales (the shortest sweep was 200 ms and the 
longest one was 60 s), gave a very small increase in the linewidth of the beast 
signal, from 65 MHz to 85 MHz, confirming tha t the single-cavity structure allows 
for the generation of very stable beat signals.
6.2.1 Tuning
The RF frequency generated by photo-mixing is given by the separation between 
the two optical modes, which are defined by the grating periodicity, hence it is pre­
dicted to be very small. However, due to interest in the potential for fine tuning, 
the effects of current and tem perature tuning were assessed on the new devices. 
Results are reported in Fig. 6.13. As expected, by varying the tem perature of
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operation, both wavelengths were affected in the same way, hence the microwave 
frequency was almost constant over the inspected range of temperatures. This 
result confirms once more the very good stability performances expected from the 
single-cavity structure.
On the other hand, current tuning produced a different effect on each mode, caus­
ing a larger variation over the RF frequency. This result is probably due to  a slight 
asymmetry in the current injection, which might be caused by a very small shift 
of the contact window with respect to the centre of the ridge WG. This feature 
could be conveniently exploited as a very fine tuning mechanism.
6.3 Linewidth m easurements
The linewidths of both separate modes were assessed by the optical heterodyne 
technique [Baney 98]. This consists in beating the optical signal under test with 
a very narrow single-mode laser. In these experiments the signals were sent each 
through one input channel of a 50%-50% optical fibre-coupler (Fig. 6.14), and the 
output was connected to a photodetector (45GHz New Focus), followed by the RF 
spectrum analyser.
The narrow line source used in this work is a commercial 1.3 /im tunable 
laser (HP 8167B), with 1 MHz linewidth. A typical RF spectrum acquired using 
this technique is shown in Fig. 6.15. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
linewidth of the separate modes was then estim ated through fitting the detected 
spectra with a Lorentzian function. From this assessment, typical linewidths were 
found to  be in the range between 110 MHz and 60 MHz.
In order to allow a comparison between the modal linewidths of both  separate 
modes and of their beat signal, the same measurement was carried out at different 
current injection levels on both signals. The result is plotted in Fig. 6.16.
From this graph it appears tha t both curves show the typical inverse depen­
dence of the linewidth with respect to current level, which is expected from the
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Figure 6.13: Effect of tuning on the frequency of the beat signal: w ith respect to 
tem perature (top); with respect to  current (bottom).
Henry law (section 2.26). However, the plot shows th a t while the linewidth of the 
separate modes decreases modestly with respect to the injection level, the linewidth 
of the beat signal shows a much stronger reduction. Note tha t the linewidth of 
the other optical mode, which is not shown in the plot, is of the same order as 
the one shown, and it has the same dependence over current injection. In order to 
confirm this result, the same measurement was carried out on a different device, 
showing the same trend (Fig. 6.17). These results confirmed what was expected 
from the discussion given in par 3.4.1: modes lasing within the same cavity are
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F ig u re  6.14: S chem atic d iagram  of th e  op tical h e to ro d y n e  techn ique , show ing th e  
ex p e rim en ta l se t-u p  used for th e  linew idth  m easurem ent.
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F igure  6.15: A ty p ica l R F  sp ec tru m  detec ted  using th e  o p tica l h e to ro d y n e  te ch ­
nique. Span =  3 GHz, reso lu tion  b an d w id th  =  300 kHz.
su b jec te d  to  com m on-m ode-noise rejection  effects, a lth o u g h  th ey  are  n o t as s tro n g  
as in m icroch ip  lasers.
T h e  m ost likely ex p lan a tio n  for th is  phenom enon is th a t  th e re  is som e so rt of
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Figure 6.16: Mode linewidth as a function of the current injection, for one of the 
two modes (o), and for the beat signal (o).
coupling between the two modes, which builds up as the current level is increased. 
The relation between the two modes depends on their degree of spatial overlap: 
a t low injection levels and for a small overlap, they behave as independent lasers 
while, as the current is increased, a correlation builds up due to  increased modal 
overlap. This phenomenon is likely to be linked to the way the modes share the 
carrier population [Valle 95].
6.4 Optical injection experim ents
Optical injection locking experiments were performed on the two modes, using the 
commercial 1.3 finl tunable laser. The device under measurement was connected 
to the output of a 2x1 fibre-coupler, while the tunable laser and the OS A were 
coupled to the two input ports (Fig. 6.18).
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Figure 6.17: Mode linewidth as a function of the current injection, for one of the 
two modes (o), and for the beat signal (o), on device 3.
At low current levels, it was observed tha t when mode 1 was injection locked 
the intensity of mode 2 remained unaffected, and vice versa (as they are labelled 
in Fig. 6 .6). However, at higher driving currents, when one mode was injection 
locked the power of the other decreased. This result suggests tha t at low driving 
currents the two wavelengths are generated by substantially uncoupled transversal 
modes, however as the current is increased the modes start to affect one another, 
hence they couple between themselves. This behaviour confirms the previous ob­
servations about a carrier coupling effect taking place in the common cavity. 
Injection experiments on the small side-modes immediately adjacent to  the two 
main lasing ones seemed to  confirm this effect. However, due to their low intensity, 
the effect was not as evident as on the two main modes.
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Figure 6.18: Schem atic  d iag ram  of th e  se t-u p  em ployed for th e  op tical in jection  
exp erim en t.
6.5 C om parison o f  th e  proposed  laser w ith  other  
dual-w avelength  lasers
T h ree  section  D FB  lasers, s im ilar to  those rep o rted  by [M ohrle 01], were also 
fab rica ted  alongside th e  d o u b le-g ra tin g  devices, to  allow a com parison  in te rm s 
of pho to -m ix ing  perform ances. T h e  geom etry  of th e  devices is show n in Fig. 
6.19. T h ey  are basically  two sep a ra te  single-m ode D F B s coupled  th ro u g h  a sim ple 
RW G section , to  allow a d ju s tm en t of th e  p hase  difference betw een  th e  tw o m odes. 
L eng ths were varied in th e  range of 600-750 fim for th e  laser cav ities an d  200-400 
fim for th e  phase section, an d  periods were th e  sam e as for th e  dual-w av elen g th  de­
vices. F ina l devices were cleaved a t  b o th  ends to  allow assessm ent of b o th  lasers. 
T h e  tw o DFB sections were in d ep en d en tly  d riven , while th e  phase  section  was
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e ith e r reverse b iased  or forw ard biased, to  b ring  it to  tran sp a ren cy . A ssessm ent 
of these  sources d id  no t lead to  significant resu lts , since few devices proved to  
be ab le  to  em it tw o w avelengths sim ultaneously, and  even in th a t  case th e  lasing 
perfo rm ance was q u ite  poor. T h is  resu lt is p rob ab ly  due to  th e  fact th a t  th e  two 
w avelengths were very close to  each o ther, so th a t  they  locked to  each o th er when 





Figure 6.19: S chem atic of th e  fab rica ted  th ree -sec tion  D F B  lasers.
6.6 C onclusions
R esu lts  from  te s tin g  of novel dual-w aveleng th  D FB  lasers, defined w ith  tw o g ra t­
ings, one on each side of th e  RW G, were rep o rted . S tab le  d ual-m ode em ission in 
C W  o p era tio n  w as recorded  from  devices w ith  a period  spac ing  of 0.07 nm , and 
an e tch  d ep th  of 1.89 /im.  T h e  1.2 m m  long lasers showed a  very low 1^ of 40 mA. 
an d  SM SR  aro u n d  30 dB. T he  em itte d  w avelength  were carefu lly  m easu red  using 
an  op tica l h e te ro d y n e  technique, y ield ing a  m easured  w avelength  spacing  of 0.15 
nm , w hich w as show n to  agree very  well to  th e  design p a ram ete rs . T he  coupling
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coefficient of these devices was estimated to be around 16 cm-1 , in good agreement 
with the k measured on single-mode DFBs (Chapter 5). A characteristic feature of 
the dual-wavelength DFB lasers was the partial spatial overlap of the transversal 
mode distributions. Photo-mixing experiments were reported, at around 23 GHz, 
to show the potential of the device for the generation of microwave signals. From 
these results it was dem onstrated th a t much stronger RF signals could be achieved 
by employing a commercial detector with higher responsivity. Assessment of the 
linewidths of both the separate modes and of the beat signal showed tha t the beat 
signal linewidth experienced a much stronger decrease as the injection current was 
increased. This result confirmed the benefit given by the common cavity. External 
optical injection experiments were also performed, confirming th a t the two modes 
are independent at low injection level, while a mode coupling builds up as the 
current level is increased.
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work
This work was concerned with the realisation of single- and dual-mode Bragg grat­
ing lasers for generation of signals in the FIR  to microwave region.
The design and processing required to define lateral grating structures was im­
plemented, and its potential in fabrication of DBR and DFB lasers was shown. 
The same structure was successfully used to realise a novel dual-wavelength de­
vice. This source was thoroughly investigated, and its potential for generation of 
microwave signals was demonstrated.
7.1 Conclusions on single-mode lasers
Fabrication of several batches of single-mode DBR and DFB lasers was carried out. 
Assessment of these devices showed tha t the lateral grating structure is effective 
in guaranteeing stable single-mode operation, at room tem perature, with SMSR 
larger than 40 dB. These results dem onstrated tha t the technology here imple­
mented is reliable, with a tolerance on the absolute value of the grating period of 
around 1 nm.
Assessment of the tuning behaviour of these devices showed the feasibility of very 
fine tuning by tem perature change, however it also showed th a t it is difficult to 
achieve the optimum tuning condition using QWI alone, since the bandgap shift
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could not be easily controlled. Very accurate control over the bandgap shift has 
to be achieved to allow efficient and broad wavelength tuning by carrier injection. 
SEM inspection of the fabricated gratings showed th a t the pitch is not properly 
defined a t the bottom  of the waveguide, where it couples to the propagating mode. 
This lack of accurate control over the etch depth causes a reduction of the coupling 
coefficient with respect to the designed value, and therefore it affects the perfor­
mance of the laser.
A substantial decrease in threshold current was achieved in the course of the re­
search, in particular through increases in the grating etch depth, and dem onstrated 
th a t a m ajor improvement in the fabrication quality had been achieved. The 
measured results on single-mode DFBs were in line with state-of-the-art devices 
reported in the literature [Wang 05a].
7.2 Conclusions on dual-mode lasers
A novel dual-wavelength laterally coupled DFB laser, with two grating periods, 
one on each side of the ridge waveguide, was realised. Stable emission of two longi­
tudinal modes, whose spacing was defined by the difference in Bragg periods, was 
observed in CW operation, with very low threshold currents. Careful assessment 
of their spectra showed th a t the transversal distributions of the two modes does 
not fully overlap in the horizontal direction.
In order to explore the potential of the double grating DFBs for the generation 
of microwave signals, photo-mixing experiments were performed. These measure­
ments proved the capability of generating signals in the GHz region, at the designed 
frequency difference. Taking into account the limited responsivity of the detector 
employed in the measurements, these results look very encouraging, since it was 
shown th a t by using an improved detection scheme it is possible to produce much 
higher GHz or THz power level. Assessment of the generated beat frequency at 
different time spans showed a very stable signal, and this result was confirmed by
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testing under different tem perature conditions, which showed a variation of the 
generated frequency below 5%. Current tuning was assessed, showing the poten­
tial for very fine tuning of the microwave signal.
A nother interesting result was given by assessment of the linewidths of both the 
separate modes and of the beat signal. Although all the linewidths decreased 
when the driving current was increased, as it is predicted by the H enry’s law, it 
was found tha t the linewidth of the beat signal had a stronger decrease as the 
injection current was increased. This result was explained by the fact th a t when 
the carrier concentration increased the mode overlap increased as well, hence a 
correlation between the two modes built up, causing the strong reduction of the 
beat signal linewidth. The finding confirmed once more the benefits resulting from 
the simultaneous oscillation of the two modes inside the same laser cavity.
In order to further investigate the characteristics of the two modes, external op­
tical injection experiments were performed. This assessment confirmed what was 
previously found from the linewidths measurements: at low injection level the two 
modes are independent, while as the driving current is increased a mode coupling 
builds up.
7.3 Suggestions for future work
In order to gain a clearer understanding of the features discovered in the novel 
DFB structure, it would be useful to fabricate more dual-wavelength devices, hav­
ing different waveguide widths, to explore how the degree of spatial overlap can 
affect the device performances, and with larger wavelength spacings.
In order to achieve better performances, it is im portant to optimise the effective­
ness of InP dry-etching, to ensure proper definition of the later grating structure. 
Finally, in order to address the need for broader frequency sources, a structure 
comprising two DBR gratings should be developed.
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Appendix
A1 Optical gain in semiconductors
Defining the real electric field as e(:c,?/, z), this can be described in term s of its 
complex amplitude E as [Buus 05]:
e (x ,y ,z )  = R e{E exp(ju jt)}  (7.1)
Assuming a TEM wave propagating along the z  direction of propagation of light,
i.e. a uniform plane wave such tha t E  =  E (0, Ey, 0) and H  =  H (H X, 0, 0), it can
be written:
E y = E 0 exp (-jj3 z)  (7.2)
where E q = E y(z = 0).
Since in an isotropic and nonmagnetic medium V x E  — —ju juoH, it follows:
H x = - J ^ n E y  (7.3)
The average power per unit area I (intensity) is:
I  = S i n ;  =  1 R e{E y . H*} (7.4)
by substituting we get:
1 = -^ -n  |Eo|2exp(2/c0n //z) (7.5)
Defining Iq = ^ n 'lE o l2 we can simplify the previous equation to:
1 =  Ioexp(2kon" z) (7.6)
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It is clear th a t for n" > 0 1  increases, and vice versa. From this the optical gain 
g , or loss a , can be defined:
1 d l  , x
9= _ a =  Idz ™
Let us now consider a semiconductor heterostructure, where we define the propaga­
tion constant /? =  n ef f k 0 (n ef f  is the effective refractive index of the propagating 
mode, k0 is the free-space propagating constant) and a confinement factor T. Gain
and loss in the active layer are accounted by letting n  be complex:
n = n + in"  (7.8)
where the active layer (power/intensity) gain ga is related to the imaginary part 
of n  through ga = 2kon". For the case of modest refractive-index difference, it 
can be shown tha t the wavelength dependent modal gain is given by g ef f  = Vg a . 
The net modal gain is given by:
9n e t ~  9 e f f  ( ^ ’9 )
Introducing the end loss, or mirror loss, of the cavity a m = ^  In and the 
cavity round-trip gain gc = gnet — a m, and recalling the oscillation condition for 
a FP  laser:
i'i • r 2 exp(—2i(3L) =  1 (7.10)
we find the gain condition gc = 0 , th a t is:
r  ga -  OLi -  OLm =  0 (7.11)
By defining:
& tot — T  OLm ( 7 T 2 )
one obtains:
9 e f f  Oitot — 0 (7.13)
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A2 Sidemode suppression ratio
The param eter which is generally used to account for the degree of single-mode 
operation of a laser source is the so-called sidemode suppression ratio SMSR, which 
gives the difference in amplitude between the main spectral mode and the most 
dominant side mode. The SMSR can be expressed as:
S M S R  = = H L  (7.14)
S n + i
where Sjv and SV+i are the photon densities for the main mode N  and the 
next dominant one N  + 1. These can be found by calculating the time-averaged 




— Rsp(^N  T  S n  Vg Qc(^ n ') (7.16)
=  R sp(Ayv+i) +  S n +i vg gc ( ^ N + i )  (7-16)at
where R sp(Xi) is the spontaneous emission rate. Note th a t under stationary 
conditions Eqs. 7.15 and 7.16 are both equal to zero.
Since the spontaneous emission spectrum is very broad, and the two modes N
and N  +  1 are neighbouring ones, the dependence of R sp over wavelength can be
neglected, hence from Eq. 7.16 it follows:
S^Ti = --------7  (7-17)
Vg  Pc(Av+l)
By expressing the gain of the N  + 1 mode as:
<7c(Ajv+ i ) =  Pc(Aiv) — Sg (7.18)
with the gain difference Sg such th a t Sg #c(Ajv) |, Eq. 7.17 becomes:
S n + i ~  — j r -  (7-19)
Vg Sg
Taking into account the expression for P  (Eq. 2.25) and using the expression 
th a t relates R sp to the Einstein’s coefficient of spontaneous emission n sp:
R sp =  r vg geff n sp/V a (7.20)
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it is found that, for the case of a laser having two identical facets with reflec­
tivity R, the SMSR is:
S M SR  =  . 2P n69-----  (7.21)
hvVgnSpOltotOim
where a tot «  gef f  (see A7.12).
For the case of single-mode operation, since the N  mode is dominant, it is possible 
to approximate P ^  to P .  By approximating the mode gain around Ajv to a parabola 
having peak at Ap:
pe/ / ( A p  +  SX) = Qeff(Xp) — b^SX2 (7.22)
it is found:
Sg = ^A A m(AAm -  2 | 6X |) (7.23)
(7.24)
for | <5A | <  AAm/ 2 . Here AAm is the mode spacing. The SMSR hence becomes: 
S M SR  = 2P A A;U A A m -  2|<5A|) ^
hl/VgTl SpOLtot^m
In practice, it is found tha t for typical Fabry-Perot lasers the SMSR is at most 
20 dB, while for single-mode laser diodes they can exceed 50 dB.
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